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CHAPTER I

GENESIS

Most of these chapters are reproduced from the
pages of New Britain orits allied publications. This
involves a certain repetition, which,I trust, does not

spell redundancy. For mypart, so vital is the prob-
lem of function in industry—andindeedinlife as a

whole—that I regard repetition as a virtue. There

is, at least, this to be said: those who read these con-

tributions in their original clothing are the most

insistent upon their republication in book form.

Noris any apology needed in emphasizing at this
moment the urgency of the functional principle.
Whether in industry, politics or the culturallife,
Western Europe and America appear to have reached
a dead-end. Ourcapitalist civilization shows many
symptoms of paralysis. Whichever way it turns,
within its own ambit, it encounters frustration or, at
most, transient success. Trade is sometimes better

and sometimes worse, but unemployment, part em-
ploymentor actual poverty persist. Ourintellectual
and moral resources are depleted; we look around

and there seems no way out. This is the time when
cranks and charlatans reap a rich harvest. No saving
principle, no basic formula, has yet found general
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acceptance; so we swallow one patent medicine after
another. Needless to say, our last state is worse
than the first.

Since politics is the art oflife, we naturally look to
our political leaders for light and guidance. Never,
since the days of the Renaissance, has there been such
an expectant feeling for a new era. The anomalies
of our existing social and economic system puzzle
and bewilder us. Social extravagance and economic
waste go hand in hand. If our capital is to win big
dividends, we must invest it in the luxury trades or
in amusements. At the momentof writing thereis
somerevival in our staple industries; butit brings a
poor return compared with cinemas and the West
Enddistributive trades. Foodstuffs are still a drug
on the market and are frequently destroyed or
withheld to maintain prices and profits. This par-
ticular kind of criminal waste has become so common
that it escapes comment. With the depressed areas
still with us, any withdrawal of food, clothing or

household necessities must be described as criminal.
At the recent Trades Union Congress one of the
delegates remarked that he had been unemployedfor
nine years and had not bought a suit of clothes for
six years. Is there not then an urgent need for a new

orientation in our political philosophy? Assuredly;
but where can weturnto findit?

I can understand, with some impatience, that the

relatively comfortable classes are content to muddle

along with the economic system substantially as our
fathersleft it. The shoe, of course, pinches here and
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there and accordingly we meet here and there
various reformist proposals—the inevitable plasters
to cure cancerous growths that root themselves in
economic maladjustments. But there is no new
vision. Our possessing classes, more now than ever
before, draw their incomes from the Stock Exchange
and no longer from the parental farms, fields and
factories. Their property to-day consists largely, if
not mainly, of “scrip”. Socially and functionally they
are divorced from economic work. When economic
reality comes to grips with these paperclaims, their
owners will be shocked, unless to equity we add
social compassion.

Whilst we can appreciate in some degree the con-
servatism ofthe rich, the tenacity of the acquisitive:
can even tolerantly read their class philosophies,
obligingly supplied by Oxford and Cambridge: can
understand the motives of their politics: what light
or guidance comes from our Labour leaders? It
must surely be one of the major mysteries of this
period that organized Labour, confronted with
monstrous conditions, fully aware of the causes of
poverty, bearing in its train malnutrition of masses
of workers, their families and dependents, were con-
tent to play conventional politics: seemed to enjoy
jingling political coins on the parliamentary counter:
werejealous of parliamentary decorum, maintaining
at all costs the tradition of good manners: apparently
saw nothing beyond the orbit of political action:
pursued mild reformism and shivered at the least
hint of any revolution, howeverpeaceful andfruitful.
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Yet I gladly affirm my confidence in their good-
will and good-faith. Even if they are in Parliament
because they like it, getting there to achieve a

legitimate and honourable ambition, theirs is not

the primrose path. Never can it be said that they

are sinning against the light. The tragedy ofit is
that they walk in darkness. They have absorbed

the parliamentary belief that the House of Commons
must not only be omnipotent but universally in-

trusive—its fingers in every pie, its nose in every-
thing. Thus, to our Labour leaders, to separate

economics from politics is anathema, a grave de-

rogation of the Commons’ rights. Centuries of

parliamentary habit and custom are in their bones.

That a new world waits fulfilment, a world calling

for functional devolution, seems to them a challenge

to their ancient rights, if not indeed a revolt against

Providence. It is this ingrained reverence for Parlia-

ment that has thrown back Labour upon an obsolete

Liberalism, urgingit at all costs to contain industrial

legislation within the existing parliamentary frame-

work.
Nevertheless, Labour must learn the lesson of

functional devolution. It is the bare truth, easily
demonstrated, that unless it quickly understands
the implications of the approaching era of function—

understands and acts upon that knowledge—its

days, even as a political force, are numbered.
This coming year brings to me an ominous day-

the fiftieth anniversary of my Socialist activities. In

1887, a youth of 17, 1 mounted a chair at a street
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corner in Cardiff and gave ingenuous and halting

support to the Socialist faith. O sancta simplicitas!

In those far-off days, our faith was really founded
upon a sublime confidence in the integrity of the
Civil Service. Hence the origin of State Socialism.

To this was added Municipal Socialism. These two
went very well in double harness. About 1910, my

creed underwent a sea-change. Without consciously
changing mytrust in the Civil Service, I realized

that, however perfect, it was totally inadequate to

govern or direct our vast industrial system. The
British Syndicalists, then led by Mr. Tom Mann,

had cometo the same conclusion. But whereas they
envisaged political as well as industrial control, I

conceived the idea of bridging State Socialism and
Syndicalism by the institution of National Guilds.

And, greatly daring, 1 wrote a book in support of

this thesis. Thus was born the movement known as
Guild Socialism.

Whatever the logical or practical defects of the
Guild idea may have been,it certainly changed the
current of Socialist thought, bringing into per-
spective, however remote, the concept of Industrial
Democracy: of an industrial Parliament functioning
on its own basis and subject only to the Commonson
large issues of public policy.

That this conception of Industrial Democracy cut
deeply into the consciousness of the Labour and
Socialist movement there can be no doubt. State
Socialism was at a discount; we heard more of
Workers’ Control. To-day the industrial aspect of
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the Labour Party has receded from view—an
anomalous development in a movement which, ex
hypothesi, is fundamentally functional.

There are plausible, if not sound, reasons for
Labour’s reversion to reformist politics. I will
mention two, the one strictly political, the other
economic. Perhaps the second explains the first.
Weknowthat in times of depression Trade Union-
ism is the first to suffer. Members lapse, funds are
depleted; the depression becomes psychological. In
such circumstances, Labour ceases to be aggressive
and is thrown back on defence. This has obviously
been its plight during the past five years. That it
has so successfully stood the strain proves the tough-
ness of its fibre. But such conditions induce op-
portunism, upon which reformism thrives. A plain
case of cause and effect. But to this must be added a
political fact. Under the leadership of MacDonald
and Henderson, the Labour Party, with the possi-
bilities of a Labour Governmentwell in view, more
and more accommodateditself to the Liberal refu-
gees who had fled from the Liberal déb@c/e. Being
men of political knowledge and experience, these
distinguished refugees soon occupied positions of
influence in their new spiritual home. In this con-
connection, it were well to remember that both
MacDonald and Henderson were themselves, zz
fond, Liberals. Henderson had, in fact, for many
years been a Liberal agent, his religious affiliations
all tending to Liberalism. One of the curiosities of
modern political history is the persistent belief that
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MacDonald has, at any time, been a Socialist. It
was precisely because he was a Liberal masquerading
in Socialist clothes that so many of us declined to be
associated with him. His final defection in 1931 was
only surprising because it surprised so many. He
had more dupes than we thought. In any event,
conventional politics were to both men as breath to
their nostrils. And conventionalor reformistpolitics
are tragically inadequate to clarify the existing
social and economic confusions.
The foregoing facts partly explain why the

functional aspect of Labour’s activities has receded
into the unconscious. But there is yet another
reason: of function itself, Labour, like the rest of
mankind, is unconscious.

That soundscryptic: let me explain.
Ouroriginal presentation of National Guilds was

mainly mechanistic. It was a schemeoforganization,
which we regarded as the logical answer both to
State Socialism and Syndicalism. On looking back,
it is evident that we had not yet evolved the funda-
mental principle. We were vaguely consciousofit;
it awaited realization. Like other pioneers, we saw
through a glass darkly. Pioneering involves a blind
pilgrimage inspired equally by vision and intuition.
We were not different from the others. In the
succeeding pages, I have explained how de Meztu
came to our rescue. I wrote National Guilds in 1912
and 1913. It was, I think, in 1916 that de Mzztu
wrote Authority, Liberty, Function. Had we met him
earlier, there would have been no “‘Guild Socialism’”’.
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It would have been ‘‘Functional Socialism”. It has

taken twenty tragic years to establish the doctrine on

its true foundation.
Nowat this point the practical man, whatever his

denomination, may with justice enquire not only

whatis the significance of function but also what are

its practical implications.
We mustfirst have a definition. The worditself

is in constant use both in mathematics and biology.

That need not concern us here. For the purpose of

this argument, function is action, controlled or

regulated, in pursuit of any social or economic pur-

pose. Put simply, function is the actual work done

by men and women when applied to the common

weal. The functional principle means that, since we

depend uponfunction for our verylives, function in

its own sphere must prevail. It mustin fact prevail

over all and any subjective rights, whether hereditary,

financial or, within certain limits, political. Thus,

if the work of the world is to be done without inter-

ference or frustration, our economic organization

must be functional. This necessarily involves us in

an inquiry into functional values. Has finance, for

example, any functional value and, if so, what? Is

it, as some allege, mere accountancy? And, should

that be proved, where does accountancystand in the

functional hierarchy? The same question must be

put, say, to advertising. It must be put toa hundred

thousand occupations which to-day preen themselves

upon the generictitle “overheads”. Perhaps, after

all, they are “underheads”’. In like manner, we must
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look into the credentials of the technical and pro-

fessional associations. No light task this, but un-

questionably fruitful. Nor must we omit the deeper

issue: what is the true purpose ofindustry? Is it to

supply our needs or merely to earn dividends?

Our answer, then, to the practical manis that, if

he has been engaged in useful work, function re-

moves from his shoulders the burden of non-

functional charges and so enables him, in co-oper-

ation with his fellows, to become master of his own

economic destiny. That, in itself, would be worth a

life-time’s struggle; but when we think ofthe spiritual

and cultural possibilities that lie beyond the econo-

mic solution, does he not realize that we shall be on

the verge of a new era?

There is yet another answerto the practical man:

an answer that begins with a question to him. Do

you really desire, we may ask, to live yourlife in a

mad struggle with insecurity or perhaps with

poverty, with all their entailed misery? Poverty may

be absolute or relative. Legally considered,absolute

poverty has been abolished; we havecertainly travelled

far from the celebrated Poor Law Report of 1834.

We are cursed to-day with relative poverty—the

sickening lack of material necessities with its conse-

quent spiritual dearth. Function, sustained by

science, knowledge and experience, calmly con-

temptuous of financial shifts and stratagems, de-

clares that economic scarcity has been overcome; that

with subjective rights consigned to their father, the

Devil, the way is clear for reasonable abundance.

B
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Andifour practical man should happen to bea wage-
earner, Our answer 1s so much the easier. Function
would instantly determine the wage contract; the
wage system would disappear; a change of status
would follow. The emergence of the wage-earner
from wagedom might in itself be deemed to be a
new era. Almost; but not quite; for the new era
must come with the birth-pangs of a vastly different
conception of life and its purpose.

Believing, as I most emphatically do, that we can-
notrise to a highercivilization without a change of
heart as well as a change in our economic system, I
am driven to the conclusion that functional devolu-
tion must equally apply to our culturallife. If, in the
economic sphere, production mustbe the servant of
social need and no longeroffinance, with its fantastic
jumble of charges, profits and dividends, so must our
cultural elements minister to our spiritual needs.
Thereis, of course, a long rangeof cultural activities
difficult to co-ordinate, but at least we have the
foundation of a cultural chamber in the social
organization of education, medicine and the arts. It
is not without significance that, in this country, the
word “‘culture” is regarded with an amusedlifting
of the eyebrows, with a slight tinge of contempt.
Perhapsit were nearer the mark to say that any claim
to culture is regarded asa pose. It began, I imagine,
in a reaction from Matthew Arnold, to be subse
quently accentuated by Oscar Wilde. Nor needit be
questioned that too manyof ourcultured folk betray
a sort of spiritual snobbery. Nevertheless, culture
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must live down its unhappy reputation; for, after all,

it is the right word. The present antipathy will dis-

appear when culture becomes our common heritage

—a heritage of leisure, in which the human being

shall know beauty and truth.

The logic of functional devolution tends to the

ultimate institution of the tripartite or threefold

state—the House of Commons, the House of In-

dustry and the House of Culture. Being myself a

natural conservative, disliking change for change’s

sake, I was not a little disquieted when this con-

clusion was forced upon me. But, on consideration,

I saw that it involved little more than the healthy

transformation of a State already threefold, for that

is what the British Constitution is to-day. We have

the Crown, the Lords and the Commons. But the

Crown has now changedits métier. It has become,

legally and in increasing practice, the connecting

link, essentially a symbol, commonto Great Britain

and the Dominions. The Lords are now by common

consent moribund. They merely await translation to

the Elysian Fields, where they can discuss nod/esse

oblige, which so many of them forgot when on earth.

Moreoverit is easy to argue that, in fact though not

in form, they have been for centuries the Economic

Chamber of the Realm. Through many generations,

they have kept watch and ward over the economic

system which made them what they were. Whatthey

were; but what they have ceased to be. Their sub-

stitution, therefore, by a living reality, the House of

Industry,is in the tradition. The British Constitution
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would not be weakened or infringed; on the con-
trary, it would be immeasurably strengthened.

Thus,if we have eyesto see, functionis the saving
principle. Nature does not thwart function; it deals
severely with the elements that, in any way, obtrude
on function. Wegoto great lengthsto preserve and
strengthen the functions of the human body. Is it
not equally importantto select and then build up the
functions necessary to a sound and healthy social
system? It follows, I think, that any function, once
recognized and instituted, must, within its own
ambit, be autonomous. Ourexisting political system
Jumblesall the functions in a vast and confused com-
plex. Hence retardation, frustration and constant
maladjustment. With the tragic facts staring at us,
is it not our bounden and urgentbusiness to put our
house into functional order andincidentally lead the
world in ways of peace?

In our individual and social life, there are three
constant factors: the person,the value and the thing.
Our functional society protects and develops the
person in the House of Commons; it evolves values
in its House of Culture; the primacy of things
can and mustbeasserted in the House of Industry.
For it is only in the primacy of this thing we call
function that our personalities and values can be
exalted and enriched.

Hencethis book!



CHAPTER II

ON

SWEEPING OUR OWN DOORSTEP

I HoLD to the simple and natural truth that, what-

ever the terms upon which welive with our neigh-

bours, our first task is to sweep clean our own

doorstep. To organize our economiclife, with the
civic life dependent uponit, is not only essential to

our national health, it happens that other peoples

look to us to maintain a high standard oflife to-

wards which they strive. We may affirm with confi-
dence that any slackening of this standard spells

abdication. Oursisstill the historic réle to lead. In

the industrial chaos in which the world findsitself, to

resign that leadership would be pusillanimous.

Please observe that this chaos is commercial and not

economic. It is now common ground that Great

Britain, if not the whole of Western Europe, is

passing from scarcity to potential plenty. The
trouble is that owing to maldistribution, our plenty
remains an unconsumed glut. Our business, urgent,

imperative, is to create purchasing power and bring
it to a parity with productive capacity. This prob-
lem can be solved at home and does not depend upon
international arrangements. Itis, of course, eternally
true that nations or peoples are necessary to each
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other. As we shall see, on the cultural or spiritual

planethis is the acme of wisdom; butto pleadinter-

national necessity on the material plane is a counsel
of despair or sheer intellectual sloth. It may in fact

be doubted if there is such a thing as an international

economy. The feasible economic unit must be the

group, community or nation with its own character-

istic economic life. In the ultimate analysis, the

economic unit is the Smith family sitting round its

own fireside.

The silent transition from economic scarcity to

plenty, vastly significant thoughit be, is concurrent

with another fundamental changein our socialorder.

It is astonishing how persistently we all ignore the

ever-growing magnitude of function as the most vi-

tal factor in our economic life. Ramiro de Maeztu

has shown us how profoundly important has been

the change from the authoritarianism of the eight-

eenth centuryto the libertarianism of the nineteenth,

both with their fly-blown theory of subjective rights.

We nowseethese subjective rights being slowly but

inevitably broken to pieces upon the granite of

function.

SOCIAL VALUES

No deep philosophic insight is needed to grasp

the distinction between the principles of subjective

right and function, even though their implications

may be moredifficult to follow. In the onecase, an

inherent right is claimed to dictate the conditions

under which men work; in the other, function is im-
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personal, is a thing round which associations of men

—professional, technical, manual—cluster. Per-

sonal rights recede before “the primacy of things”.

Duty—itself an indefinite function—is greater than

the individual; function, in its wide sweep, is greater

than subjective right. But it speedily becomes evi-

dent that, not only must we realize the primacy of

function, we must also realize that one function is

socially more valuable than another, and that in the

national task of co-ordinating our functional activi-

ties, we cannot proceed until we have evolved what

de Maeztu terms “a definite table of values to up-

hold the functional doctrine”. He places them in

this order:
(1) The final or supreme values are moralsatis-

faction, scientific discovery andartistic creation.

(2) The instrumental value, par excellence, is man

and his associations and institutions.

(3) The instrumental values for the instrument

man are those which may becalled by the name of

economic values: power, wealth, pleasure, etc.

de Maeztu proceeds: ‘“The reason why it is im-

possible for me to accept any otherscale of values, or

to change the order of this scale, is not difficult to

explain. It is thought out in such a waythatthefirst

category of values includes the secondandthird; the

second includesthe third but notthe first; the third

does not include the first or second. It is not pos-

sible for men to realize morality, science and beauty

if there are no men, and if men do not possess such

economic values as are necessary for their subsis-
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tence. Onthe other hand, there may be men who do
not care for the good, the true and the beautiful. We
all know cases of men or humansocieties who could
if they wished, or if they were forced, devote them-
selves to increasing or preserving the amount of
goodness or truth or beauty there is in the world:
but who devote themselves exclusively to aug-
menting their power or their wealth or their
pleasures. And experience of the factory system
during the nineteenth century has proved that some
human societies may devote themselvesto increasing
wealth at the expense ofthe lives of their members.”
Finally, he denouncescapitalism becauseit places the
economic value, which belongsto the third category,
above the second, which is the value of man. “But
I repeat that the fundamental reason of myscale is
that when it proclaims as supreme values the good,
the true and the beautiful it does include and pro-
tect man and his economic values, although it may
limit in man the free expansion of what is bad in
human nature—tustand pride.”

Let us now see whether, in the light of the func-
tional principle, we cannot draw nearer to the heart
of our troubles. We witness subjective rights
withering away before the stern necessities of
functional life. The thing that must be done—
function—must not be stayed, impeded or frus-
trated by personalinterests, by ignorance nor bythe
traditional Liberalism of the last century. But it
also follows that function must be co-ordinated,
must be given organized power, must have free-
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play. That means the prompt separation of all the
economic functions from the confusions of non-
functional politics, largely poisoned by the old con-
ception of subjective rights. We must, in short,
organize our economic life upon a functional basis,
bearing always in mind, not only de Maeztu’s cate-
gories, but the economic task of co-ordinating pro-
duction with a sane system ofdistribution based on
economicplenty.

FUNCTION IS DEMOCRATIC

Before proceeding further, it is imperative to face
a stupendous fact not usually mentioned amongst
the intelligentsia who proclaim their various pana-
ceas. It is this: the ultimate control of functional
values can only be found in the fifteen million
manual and brain workers who, day in, day out, in
season and out of season, keep the industrial machine
going. It is so easy to suggest that by a mere turn
of the hand, a touch of financial magic, or what not,
we can resolve our difficulties. Sheer delusion!
Function, like knowledge, is democratic andit is in
the wise direction of our industrial democracy that
we shall win through to economic salvation. A
dangerous fallacy largely prevails to-day. It is the
assumptionthat, because Labour,bothpolitically and
industrially, is badly led, it can be ignored. With
nearly fifty years’ intimate association with the
Socialist and Labour Movement, I can affirm with
conviction that no great economicorpolitical revo-
lution is possible without the assent of the rank and
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file. I see it frequently stated or implied, for ex-
ample, that labour need not even be consulted in

giving effect to various proposals, to which so many

men and women of good-will devote themselves.

But the truth had better be honestly faced: in these
democratic days, particularly when democratic prin-

ciples are invading factory and workshop,you cannot

impose these economic changes from above; you

must set out to convince the millions whoselives are

affected.

The logic of all this is that function, by the in-

strumentality of the functionaries, must governitself

and no longer be at the mercy either of the politician

or the non-functional employer. Incidentally, we

may note that the worst of these non-functional em-

ployers are those whose only claim to controlis their

financial power. I have therefore proposed in a little

book, The House of Industry, the creation of a repre-

sentative industrial authority with full powers to

control and co-ordinate the whole of our industrial

life—a purely functional authority. My purpose

here, however, is not to argue in detail the case for

the House of Industry but rather to suggest that, in

approaching our economic problems with the eye of

function, we are findingthe true way outof chaos.

FUNCTIONAL CONTROL OF FINANCE

Since I have mentioned the financial employer,

and since it is otherwise offirst importance, let us

begin with finance. Who can deny that the financial

interests dominate both our political and industrial
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life? The question we musttruly answer at our peril

is plainly this: is finance of the same functional value

as the creation and distribution of wealth? The

answeris plain: finance has no functional value apart

from industry. The credit which organized finance

exploits is in reality the work of men’s handsandis
the sequel and not the origin of wealth production.

If it be the sequel, a by-product, so to speak, of in-

dustry, then it follows that finance mustbe controlled
by industry and notthe reverse, asis the case to-day.
Observe how finance belongs to de Maeztu’s third

category and observe further how closely he comes to
the kernel when he writes of societies ““who devote

themselves exclusively to augmenting their power or

their wealth or their pleasures”. Some of our money

reformers, one notes, are perpetually wriggling on
the horns of this dilemma. They aver that finance

has wrongly usurped power; but they think the way
out is to continueto let finance govern, only with a
different objective. From the functional point of
view this attitude is inadmissible. In no conceivable

circumstances should finance govern industry and
through industry our working lives. On the con-

trary, function affirms,all finance is a minor depart-
ment in our national economy, a mere system of
accountancy. When the cashier takes to dictating

policy, we may as well prepare for the Bankruptcy
Court.

Our functional authority would therefore make
short work of the existing claims of Threadneedle
Street. It would find that any system which makes
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currency its main asset is contrary to soundpolicy,is
in restraint of trade, and might reasonably be treated
as a criminal conspiracy. Function would not be
slow to declare that currency must always be in an
agreed ratio to production, and would inaugurate a
new system of currency, which must not, of course,
be mistaken for a new system of finance.

In like manner, our functional authority would
promptly devise the national dividend, now advo-
cated by the Social Creditors, but for a generation an
item in the Socialist programme and historically
deriving from Adam Smith. But, equally on func-
tional grounds, it would reject any claims for social
credit to be issued over and above the so-called
“just price’.
Without labouring this point further, I hope it

is clear that, in the application of the functional
principle, we reach the true measureof all financial
claims. There is an amazing passage in the Report
of the Macmillan Committee which has been omin-
ously ignored. ‘“‘One of our most valuable sources of
income, indeed one of our most important export in-
dustries, is the practice of international banking and
associated services. Along with our shipping and
our staple export industries this has been for a long
period past one of our main sources of wealth.”
When we rememberthat over a long period of time,

the Bank of England has been paying for our im-
ports with gold, whilst our export trades and ship-
ping were languishing, the enormity of this declara-
tion by a body of men charged to enquire not only
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into finance but into industry has surely been seldom
equalled. Imagine how a properly constituted func-
tional authority would have dealt with such an inter-
national situation.

FUNCTION AND UNEMPLOYMENT

If function points the true solution of finance and
credit, it solves the problem of wages and unemploy-
ment with equal authority. Economically considered
what do we demand of function? That with the least
possible expenditure of labour, it shall produce
enough and to spare for the whole community.
This, of course, includes what we require to ex-
change for food and raw materials and for all our
foreign commitments. Having reached the age of
economic plenty, the problem becomes one of
transforming it into communal plenty. Function
must therefore actually increase production, but
distribute the product theoretically amongst its own
functionaries, which would meanin practice amongst
the community. Observe, please, that the main-
tenance of the unemployed, rightly understood, is
an economic and not a political responsibility.
Therefore, every worker must be attached to his
own particular function—in plain English, to his
trade, craft or occupation—and so long as he is
available for duty, must draw his pay—no longer a
wage—whether at work or in reserve.

Again remembering that we are approaching
plenty, the question becomes one of employment
rather than unemployment. Function, once in the
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saddle, is equal to either contingency and will itself
decide how and when its labour force shall be
employed or unemployed.
Wecannot go back in history, even if we would;

but surely our experience of insuring unemploy-

ment under political direction teaches us the futility

of confusing economic functions with our political
life. In any event, can we not say with perfect truth

that unemployment as we know it to-day marks the

moral and economic bankruptcy of capitalism? It

has by its mechanic skill created leisure, a gift from
the gods, and treated it as though it were a plague.

A functional society would make leisure the hand-
maiden of culture.

It is my conviction, then, that, to clean our own

doorstep, we mustresolutely co-ordinate our func-

tional forces. It is easy enough to make a fetish of

function; but it is surely foolish, in an industrial

country like ours, which obviously depends forits

very existence uponthe efficient functioning ofall its
parts, not to enable function to governitself within

its own recognized limits.

THE FINAL PURPOSE

Finally, let me revert to de Maeztu’s first cate-

gory: the final or supreme values are moral satis-

faction, scientific discovery and artistic creation.

That substantially is what I personally accept; butI
would prefer to adopt my own vocabulary. As I see

it, the withdrawal of the economic functions from

political life means the complete trans-valuation of
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politics. It means a new conception ofcitizenship.
It must call into political life, not the men with
financial or industrial interests, but the men who can
contribute to our spiritual or cultural development.
Is not education both a spiritual (of or pertaining to
the spirit) and cultural task? Public health, too. The
arts and sciences. And, at this moment,foreign and
colonial policy. Personally, I do not doubt that a
functionalauthority,call it the House of Industry or
what you will, would easily arrange our foreign ex-
changes whether of goods or credit; but vastly more
important, it would removeall causefor international
jealousies and soall fear of war. That would enable
an enlightened diplomacy to drink deep of the
world’s culture, and so by the exchangeofvitalizing
ideas enrich mankind. That is why I believe that
the segregation of the economic functions means the
creation of the spiritual State, in which men and
women, unhampered by economic confusion and
waste, can achieve their cultural destiny.



CHAPTER III

STATUS

As far into the past as the memory of man runneth,
to the days of the most rudimentary formsofsociety,
and in all civilizations, the active spirits have sought

escape from status, from that fixed and seemingly un-

changeablerelation of man to man, imposed either by
custom or by law. Indeed, whatis statutory law ifit

be not the constant readaptation of status to new

conditions? For, even though it apparently deals

with rules and principles, mainly relating to pro-
petty, it is a commandto every individualat his peril
to fit himself into the legal framework ordained by
authority. The effect of this is that status becomes a

class definition. It finds clearest expression in
military peoples: becomesobligatory to the point of

death in war: persists in the memory or threat of

war. Even in the East, where the war mentality is

largely superseded by the caste system, itself an

obvious form of status, there have been those who

dreamedofcaste or status as a factor in the struggle

for equality and fellowship.

MODERN HIERARCHIES

In our own day and generation State service is
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organizedon thebasis of status. Each civil servantis

meticulously classed and graded, the upper division

being almostclosed to the lower. All hierarchies are

founded on status. The whole structure of the

churches, more particularly the national church,is

hierarchical. Without inquiring too closely into

what does not concern us, we may reasonably suspect

that appointments in the ecclesiastical hierarchy

evoke sentiments, if not criticisms, that are not

always precisely Christian.
It is, however, in our economiclife that stazus is at

once most visible and most virulent. Forstatus 1s so

essential to capitalist organization that any funda-

mental change in our spiritual or social conception

of status would inevitably and speedily disintegrate
the system and compel a new way of economiclife.
The truth of this is surely beyond argument. For
whilst we may recognize that Capitalism makes
possible a certain mobility in the transfer and change
of status, the broad fact remains that the vast majority

of the workers are condemned to wage servitude—
the lowest form ofstatus. It might perhaps besaid
that slavery ranks lower than wage servitude. Not
so; for slavery has long since been proved to be
uneconomic. The essential difference lies in this:
that whilst the slave-owner must buy and maintain
the body of the slave, the capitalist employer buys
only the labour power inherent in the body of the
wage-earner. If he can substitute wage labour by
machine power, the wage-earner may rot, body and
bones, so far as the employer, gua employer, is

c
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concerned. What the employer does in his capacity
as citizen or neighbourto relieve the distress caused
by his action as employer is one of the paradoxes of
modern civilization.

AMELIORATION WITHIN THE WAGE-SYSTEM

At this point we must carefully guard against
reasoning in a viciouscircle. It is true that the wage
contract (and, in consequence, the wage srazus) is
enforced by the economic power of the possessing
classes. Therefore it would seem to follow that the
only way out of wageservitudeis by the progressive
increase of economic power won by the wage-earner
in the class struggle. This not only seemsto be true,
but is true. The armoury of the wage-earner in the
class struggle is envisaged in trade union organiza-
tion and political action. In this struggle all men
and womenofgoodwill must surely enlist on the side
of Labour. But it is equally true that the great
majority of trade union andpolitical workersarestill
largely dominated by an ideology that accepts the
wage-system andseeksonly its amelioration. We see
this even in Soviet Russia, where “‘personalization”
is now the favourite slogan, with no thought of wage
abolition.

SNOBBERIES, OLD AND NEW

The reason why men of mettle throughoutall
history have tried to escape from status is found, on
analysis, to be, not an objection to status per se, but
rather to the universal misconception ofthe rationale
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of status, which, even now, is built on a wrong

foundation. It is evident that what men do, what the

community calls upon them to do, constitutes true

status. ‘To that there can be no objection; on the

contrary, it is essential to a well-ordered society.

Doctor, scientist, mason, scavenger, tinker, tailor,

soldier, sailor—all must play their part in the social

orchestra. All these occupations are equally honour-

able and, economic conditions apart, should be of

equalstatus. William Morris saw that when in News

from Nowhere he gave his dustmanthefinest raiment

and greatsocial consideration. Ruskin expressed the

sameidea differently: whatever our job, we must do

it at our peril and without regard to payment. This

is poles apart from the professional and financial

snobbery of modern life. We discover, in fact, that

money determines status; that we are governed by

money. A century or more ago, next to royalty, the

landowner, even if impoverished, had the highest

status; to-day he is supplanted by the banker and

profiteer. Not forgetting the priest, the lawyer, the

teacher, and the officerclass, we find thatall the social

grades are determined byfinancial standing and not

by functional usefulness. One status, the wage-

earner’s, remains unchanged. Hepossesses nothing

but his labour. Nevertheless he remains the most

valuable factor in our nationallife.

THE NEW BASIS: FUNCTION

From all this it would seem that staus is not in

itself a problem, but an expression of the conditions
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subsisting in any given period. As the old conven-
tions give place to new, so status changes. Therefore,
let us reorganize our economic system andstazus can
take careofitself. But wait! It is not so easy as that.
Before the generality of mankind plunges into a
revolution, peaceful or otherwise, we may be sure
that a new and more equitable szazus mustbe definitely
projected. And, since wereject finance as the deter-
mining factor, what principle must we accept to
constitute stazus in our new order of society? The
truth slipped out a few lines higher up. Svzazus in the
new order must grow out of functional utility.
Neither money nor social standing, but loyalty to
function, will mark our s7atus in future society. Our
present rangeofsocial gradesis the hereditas dan:nosa
from the libertarian age now fast fading away. Nor
will szatus be forced upon us by dire necessity.
Status will be won in equality and fellowship: will not
be imposed by financeordictatorship: will be some-
thing all can willingly seek, and not, as in the dark
past, be something from which they would escape.

In this field of thought, our journey is but begun.
For we cannot visualize status unless we grasp its
relation to function. To function, be it observed,
and not finance. It is to a functional society we must
look for easement from economic maladjustments
and present discontents. We must accordinglydis-
cuss and determinetheprinciples offunction. Should
wefail in this, we may notonly find ourselves upon
the economic rocks butlose our spiritual significance
in the Western World.



CHAPTER IV

FUNCTION

I

THE FOUNDATION OF WEALTH

Iw considering therelation of status to function, we

must remember a cardinal fact. All our “trades,

crafts, mysteries and degrees”, in which each indi-

vidual, by choice, chance, or compulsion finds his

status, mustbe largely transformed, some developed,

others abolished, as we move from financial to func-

tional control. The reasons for this are obvious. Fi-

nance creates its own administrative and executive

machinery, not for functional reasons, as it ought,

but to pay dividends and maintain capital values as

expressed in stocks and shares. This prime necessity

in a capitalist system dominates production and dis-

tribution. So muchso,indeed, that production is fre-

quently restricted because there is no effective de-

mand, even though there is a natural demand equal

to full production. A shiploadoffish is thrown into

the sea because the demandis not effective; yet the

natural demandfor fish in the impoverished sections

of our population remains unsatisfied. The func-
tional attitude towardsthis particular problem would

be to satisfy the natural demand.If a functionally-
organized authority, having controlofits own credit,
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were in power, the problem of an ample supply of
food wouldoccasionlittle if any difficulty. Function
will be compelled to recast values, and, in the pro-
cess, to transform status. ‘The status of the technician
and craftsman wouldrise, or at least be more secure;
the status of our whole financial organization would
fall, or at least be less regarded.

At this time of day, we must surely all be con-
vinced that wealth is the creation of hand and brain
and not ofmoney and credit. Our economic strength,
therefore, rests upon our functional capacity, in
which finance must inevitably be a minor factor:
must be regarded as the accountancy department,
obeying the industrial policy decided by the econ-
omic authority. As things are, the banker is a
croupier at the gaming table, with anillicit control
of the gaming house. The predominance over
industry of the money changers, particularly since
the War, has blurred the national vision to the
realities of life. So subtly has this mastery been
achieved that we accept financial control, not only as
inevitable, but as natural and desirable. It is a tragic
delusion, Our sight—and worse, our insight—is re-
fracted in an atmosphereoffalse values andglittering
half-truths. Our urgent need is to learn to look at
our social and economiclife with the simple direct-
ness we look at mountain or stream. In this age of
stupid complexities and empty conventions, the
simple outlook becomesinvaluable.

Let us apply this simple outlook to the Banks.
‘The national wealth is not stored in their vaults. That
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is in the bone, muscle, brain, and character of our

people. The Bankspossess about ten thousand prem-

ises, half of them redundant, about a quarter of a

million pieces of office furniture, one hundred tons

of ledgers, ten tonsofslips of paper with signatures

scrawled upon them. Er voila tour! The Bank Direc-

tors do not lunch on gold or sip the thin wine of

promissory notes; their food comes from the baker,

the butcher, the fruiterer. They are clothed by the

tailor; they travel on train or motor, the work of

the engineer. They live in houses, the work of the

builder; they sleep on beds, the work of the up-
holsterer. Function nurses them, supplies their

needs and, in due course, buries them. If, as is sup-

posed,all these industrial processes are kept alive by

the banks, then we may be sure that the country is

bankrupt or suffering from some malignantdisease.

When the moneylender comes in at the door, sol-

vency flies out of the window. Yet this improvident
condition is regarded by the mass of the population

as a sure indication of wealth and prosperity. Our

standard of value is financial and not functional.

There is, of course, the usual snag in such simple

reasoning. The banks have become possessed of—

or at least control—that vast poolof financial credit

which is the work of the community; which is value-
less without the co-operation of the community. A
functional society could drain that pool in a single

day and thencreate anotherfifty times greater. There
is a world of difference between credit measured by

bank values and credits based on functional values.
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Weneed not further labour the distinction be-
tween the artificial life engendered in a community
steeped in financial methods and valuations and the
normal life which function predicates. Yet, whilst
we all understand the language—or the jargon—of
finance, how many of us understand the meaning of
function? Or the profound importance of function
in economic reorganization? Not only profound,
but urgent; for unless we learn to eschew the false
doctrines of a perverted finance and work faithfully
for a new order built on a sane and functional econ-
omy, who can guarantee a stable order of society
even in the next generation ?
Now, in this connection, what do we mean by

function? The dictionary defines it as “activity
proper to anything, mode of action by whichit ful-
fils its purpose”. It has, of course, certain minor
ceremonial meanings. For our immediate purpose,
it is the activity, the mode of action, best calculated
to do our national work. This means, or otherwise it
is meaningless, that nothing must stand in the way,
impede or frustrate the activities that fulfil our na-
tional purpose. By inference, that the minorinter-
ests, finance or profiteering, must be put in their
appropriate grades, must serve function and not
dominate it. As the argument proceeds, we shall
probably read into function a meaning and signifi-
cance undreamt of in the philosophy of the Oxford
Dictionary; but taking the definition atits face value,
it is to be noted that function is a thing and not a
person; is a process of creation or achievement.
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Viewed in this light, it takes precedence over any
individual. A.B. cannot stand aside and say: ‘“This
does not suit me; I'll do it differently”. He will find

himself under the force majeure of something vastly
greater than himself.

Weare here confronted with what de Meztu
calls “the primacy of things’. At the first glance,

this seems a harsh doctrine. But, if we reflect, we

instantly remember that all—or nearly all—our
loyalties are to things and not to persons. The Chris-
tian is loyal to his church, which is a thing,the loyal-
ist to the throne, which is a thing,thepolitician to his

doctrines, which are abstract things, the worker to

his trade union, which is a thing, even the footballer,

the cricketer, the tennis player are loyal to their
clubs, which are things, or to their games, which also
are things. If then we see in function a saving prin-
ciple, an activity to gain our ends, why deny our
loyalty? In reality, of course, the principle wins our
intellectual assent, whilst our loyalty goes to the
groups or associations whose raison d’étre derives
from the function.
To the question whether this is some new prin-

ciple, the answer is that it is as old as organized

religion and certainly as old as the medizyval guilds.
From the beginning, the priest has declared his
loyalty to the Church, whose function was to save or
cure souls. The powerof salvation rested upon the
inspiration, the authority or sanction of the Church:

the priest was the functionary whoserved the func-
tion. At whatever cost—death, exile, torture, im-
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ptisonment—the supreme function of the Church
must be served. ‘That is certainly the functional
spirit. The guilds come nearer to our purpose. They
were unquestionably functional bodies. Each guild
was attached to some particular function—masons,
carpenters, smiths, armourers, staplers, bootmakers,
tailors. Their function was their foundation; they
existed so long as they were loyal; they gradually
shrank and finally dissolved because they followed
and served other gods. The political and financial
distractions of the period destroyed too many of
them and so left the loyal remainder helpless. It
would be foolish to draw any close resemblance be-
tween the guilds of yesterday and any functional
society to-day. The guilds took their guidance and
colour from the philosophy, sentiments and circum-
stances of their own times. They had masters,
journeymen and apprentices. If they were concerned
with quality, they were equally concerned with pro-
fits. Nor were they united; on the contrary they
competed with each other and were not above in-
trigues to destroy or absorb each other. They were
guildsmen but not guileless. Nevertheless, the spirit
of functional loyalty, of honest craftsmenship, of
sturdy self-respect, survived them. It became a
tradition which persisted well into the first half of
the nineteenth century. And that tradition was in
part revived by the craft unions.

Whilst it was inevitable that, in an industrial
country like Great Britain, function should express
and sometimes assert itself—generally through the
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trade unions or professional associations—it was
certain that the advent of finance-capital would ren-
der it impotent. This was done partly by the sheer
weight of associated finance and credit and partly by
strictly maintaining the higher szaius of the techni-
cians over the lower szaius of the wage-earners. But
the wheel has gonefull circle. We now witness the
extraordinary phenomenonof the professional tech-
nicians demanding dominanceandcontrol over every
industrial process. A technocracy; an exchange of

King Log for King Stork. The mass of the workers,

themselves technicians and craftsmen, would cer-
tainly have something to say aboutthe stazus of these
industrial aspirants.
The real difficulty we encounter in urging the

functional principle is that the word “function” re-
pels. It has a cold, scientific air. Yet it was in fre-
quent use in Elizabethan days. Coriolanus, we may
remember, pushes away the cook and shouts:

Follow your function, go
Andbatten on cold bits.

A warmer word might more speedily win allegi-
ance. Perhaps the motjuste will come some day in a
flash of inspiration. Meantime, we must examine
function’s scale of values and plan our functional
society.

II

FUNCTION IN THE FLESH

Ourdifficulty in dealing with an abstractidea,like
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function, is to clothe it with flesh and blood. When
we see it permeating the community as an active
principle we can understandit better. Let us then
see function in the person of John Smith. Heis a
decent memberofsociety, tolerant, without political
bias. He is a competent man at his job; he wants
things well done; he resents slacking or carelessness.
Aboveall, he is irritated by the restraints of those
unseen forces that frequently prevent him from
working, when he knows that the things he makes
are not only useful but wanted. He reasons with
himself or with his mates that there is something
seriously wrong when the market is glutted at a
moment when the community is in need of the
glutted commodities. You cannotconvince him that
production is for profit and not primarily for use.
You cannot convince him that there are “subjective
rights” which must be honoured beforeheis allowed
to make what the public needs. Being peaceful and
law-abiding, he accepts the situation; nevertheless,
he is not convinced. “There’s something wrong
somewhere,” he says to himself or his mates. And
being themselves practical men they say, “Hear!
Hear!” At this stage, John Smith personifies frus-
trated function.

Next, let us suppose that the powers-that-be say
to John Smith: “Wenow realize that the old system
is hopelessly wrong; subjective rights must yield to
the prime necessity of creating and distributing
wealth, and since you are the only man who can do
it, go to it.” John Smith has received a mandate on
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behalf of function. Heis authorized to sweep from
his path all the obstacles that prevent the efficient
discharge of function. Finance, profiteering, divi-
dend-mongering, sinecures, family rights and in-

fluences—all must obey. They will not be unfairly
treated—there’s enough for all—but function, once

on its way, knowsneither Jew nor Gentile, rich nor
poor, bond norfree.

Having received its mandate, function must pro-
ceed to organizeitself for the great adventure. But
how and to what end?
The organization of all the functional elements

would not, need not, prove intolerably difficult.
There must bea close combination ofthe trade unions
and the professional associations. At a pinch, the
trade unions could do without their professional
brothers; but that would be a monstrous waste of

good human material. Here, no doubt, endless
questions of status would arise, with amour-propre
occasionally raising its sickly countenance in pained
protest to the ribald gods.
The functional personnel being now in operative

formation, the stern question, ‘‘to what end?” must
be answered. Assuredly not to continue capitalist
production. That is already discredited; a new de-
parture is imperative. It is patent that a new scale
of human and economic values must be charted; no-
thing less than a new orientation of economic policy
would satisfy us.

Let me then, at the risk of damnable iteration,
repeatthe scale ofvalues quoted in a previouschapter.
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(i) The final or supreme values are moral satis-
faction, scientific discovery and artistic creation.

(ii) The instrumental value par excellence is man
and his associations and institutions.

(ii) he instrumental values for the instrument
man are those which may be called by the name of
economic values: power, wealth, pleasure,etc.
With all possible emphasis, I assert that this is the

only scale of values conceivable in a civilized society.
The only alternatives, in greater or less degree, is
the philosophy of the pig-trough. If only the two
generations that knew Carlyle, Ruskin and William
Morris had listened and understood! And so, as is
the way ofhistory, we returnto our prophets, but with
added experience, increased knowledge; with a new
vision and a new psychology. And with our post-war
achievement—the conquest of economicscarcity.
The question “to what end?” is now in a fair way

to be answered. Imagine the functional authority
confronted with this scale of values. What would be
their response? They would probably start from the

bottom and work upwards. They would say that, so

far as the instrumental values were concerned, these

came undertheir jurisdiction; that they could supply
the community with all the material things envis-
aged in the third category, twice or three times as
much to secure an ample exchange for imported

goods and for the enrichment of the world. Inci-
dentally they might remark that if other countries
exchanged their goods on the same basis, war would

finally disappear.
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In regard to the second category—man and his
associations—that would require some caution in
answering. So far as manis ofstrictly instrumental
value and his associations purely functional, they
could safely undertake that all through his working
days, in health and sickness, in old age, no worker
need fear material distress. The functional associa-
tions would, in the first instance, be his protection;
but the associations would be supported bytheentire
credit of the economic authority. But, in so far as
man to be perfect must needs becultured, thosere-
sponsible for the first category must supply the
cultural food.

Asfor the final or supreme values, these must be
the care of the political and cultural authorities. In
short, for the general body of mankindin their capa-
city as citizens.
The House of Industry, thus put to the test,

discovers that its réle is confined to the economic
sphere. In its blunt way,it says to the citizen author-
ity that, just as the economic values have been trans-
formed beyondrecognition, so too mustthe political
and cultural bodies induce a change of heart and
move with faith, truly the substance of things hoped
for, towards a cultural or spirituallife.
And that brings us to the more concrete and im-

mediate problems of function.

II]

THE MEANING OF SPIRITUAL

Nofunctional society can instituteitself. It must
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have legal sanction, and therefore must be con-
stituted by Parliament. ‘This is not only a legal

truism; it instantly touches the deeper issues of hu-

man society. Why must our functional organization

depend upon Parliamentfor its legal existence? Be-

cause the means, howevervitally important, are sec-

ondary to the end. Our economic organizationis not

an endinitself; itis a means toan end. To what end?

A cultured citizenship, to be ultimately expressed by

the House of Commons. The Bible has long since

distinguished between bread and the word of God.

However shadowy may be the theology, even the

religious habits, built on that aphorism, the truth of

it is that the material things, including their pro-

duction and distribution, are and must always be

subsidiary to the affairs of the spirit. If this be not

so, why then should men ofspirit fash themselves

making moreefficient an already efficient nursery for

vulgarians?
Since the word “‘spiritual” must frequently creep

into all discussions wherein the functional life is

brought into contrast with the political, this seems

the moment to make my meaning clear. I happen to

have had somesharein saving the word from its for-

mer purely Christian connotation. General Booth

once asked: ‘‘Why should the Devil have all the best

tunes?” We mayalso ask: ““Why should the Church

have all the best words?’ More than twenty years

ago, I deliberately and habitually used this beautiful

word in its secular sense. For example:
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Mydictionary in part yields the definition I seek:

“of or pertaining to the intellectual and higher endow-

ments of the mind”. Yet I would add to that. The

pureintelligence does not suffice; it must be fused with

those emotional faculties that flower from the stems of

faith and conscience. It is in the fusion or interplay

of those qualities that a certain temperof mindisstruck,

which, given ample room in the bodypolitic, is precious

to the community .. .
It is my belief that a civilized people, unless its finer

purposes are to be thwarted at every turn, must not only

provide the means for the expression ofits spiritual

impulses, but endow them with the only sovereignty

worth considering—the sovereignty ofmind over matter,

the enthronementof reason. It is by some such logic

that I declare, without hesitation, for the sovereignty

of the State, the spiritual State. For upon what is

sovereignty based if not upon authority? And how,

amidst the clash of the social forces, can authority sur-

vive, unless it be the final court of appeal in the sphere

of reason? . . . Thespiritual State is not the emana-

tion of a dream;it is the pre-requisite to social reorgani-

zation. Forif, on the Guild hypothesis, the economic

functions are assigned to the National Guilds, it follows

that the State must either secure allegiance to its

spiritual status or lapse into desuetude: must be the

expression of citizenship on a higher plane,or citizen-

ship will lose itself in the distractions of wealth pro-

duction, the spiritual heritage of the centuries lost for

ever in the triumph of the material forces.

So much, then, for the modern meaning of the
word ‘“‘spiritual””—‘‘of or pertaining to the intellec-

D
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tual and higher endowments of the mind”. The
picture, however,is incomplete unless we realize the
practical effects upon life of the spiritual State
economically supported by a functional organization.
Again, unblushingly, I quote myself:—

The reactions of the spiritual State upon thelife of
the community are of immense speculative interest.
Assuming the release of the political activities from
economic entanglements, that, subject to public policy,
State affairs can be arranged on

a

basis of pure reason,
is not the way opened to new conceptions of communal
andprivate life? Shall we not then discover new canons
and principles in our relations to each other? Can we
not predict with confidencethat the habit of reasonwill
induce refinements of thought and conduct? It is, of
course, unthinkable that any nation, the British least
of all, can maintain a State organization, set free to
judge greatissues on their merits, without vitally affect-
ing the economiclife of the Guilds. The man who in
his capacity of citizen is trained to decide on the
intrinsic right or wrong of a public question is the same
man who, as a Guildsman, must, according to his
function, decide industrial policy with its inevitable
economic effects. Even though he decide these dual
problems on different assumptions, he retains but one
habit of mind. The one brain reachesa political or an
industrial decision: reaches each decision in a different
atmosphere andin different association: is one man with
one brain functioning in politics or in the Guilds. He
is not two, but one. Why, then, it may be asked, these
fine distinctions between the political and economic
activities, why all this elaboration ofthe spiritual State?
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I answerthat I am not predicating an immediate or even

an ultimate reign of reason. Life is too difficult and

complex. But the very complexities that surround us

at every turn compel us to seek some method of

systematizing our problems: urgently demandthe appro-

priate media in which weshall express our wills and

aspirations. Above all, that we must ever distinguish

between the economic means and the spiritual ends.

Means and ends necessarily react upon each other, even

though they are in different categories of thought and

action. The tragedy of modern life is that the great

mass of mankind is preoccupied with the meansoflife

and not with its purpose.

There is, in this connection, a point of view not to

be ignored. It might be termed the idealization of

the real. It assumes that wefind ourspiritual satis-

faction, the kindling of the imagination and the in-

tellectual life, in the work we do. Kipling was its

prophet:—

Forstill the Lord is Lord of might:

In deeds, in deeds, he takes delight;

Theplough,the spear, the laden barks,

The field, the founded city marks.

This, of course, is materialism alluringly depicted.

Weshould,indeed, do injustice to the practical genius

of the British race not to recognize that a people that

has girdled the globe with material marvels, with a

literature and a jurisprudence grown out of these

achievements, is a people instinct with faith and

spiritual power. Butit is precisely because of these

qualities that we must beware. Preoccupation with
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work of such magnitude may—and does—fill our
minds, blunting and blurring those apperceptions
which are the real source of the spiritual life. If,
during thelast half-century, we had had a reasonably
sane economy upon whichto baseourlife and in the
political sphere had developed a spiritually minded
community, what blunders we would have avoided,
from what monstrous calamities we had been saved!
It is only in the spiritual co-ordination of our national
and international life that economic growths, now
desperately struggling for a futile dominance, can
be brought to a true sense ofservice.
Wecan now perhapssee a future functional society

vis-a-vis the spiritual State. Our immediate prob-
lem, therefore, is to set about getting it, first by
planningit, and then,by political pressure, to bring
it into being.

Strange though it may seem to men of formal
mind,it is an historic fact that, throughout our con-
stitutional history, we have always had a functional
authority. The House of Lords. If we look beneath
the surface, disregarding political clichés, it is certain
that the Lords, down to recent days, have been pre-
dominantly the defenders of property, first of land,
then of banking, next of industry. Whatever our
political predilections, we must recognize that
activities in relation to property, particularly banking
and industry, are essentially functional. In the days
when we were mainly an agricultural country, the
House of Lords was mainly composedof landowners
and agriculturists. A few lawyers and bishops were
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thrown in; but as they were invariably “sound on the

goose’’, their presence supplied an intellectual screen
to cover a mass of ignorance and prejudice. Did not
a former archbishop, only thirty years ago, defend

the importation of Chinese labour into South Africa

as ‘‘a regrettable necessity”? The lawyers, too, have

not been slow carefully to guard property rights in
new legislation.

It is significant that attacks upon the House of
Lords have almost invariably been based on political

and not economic grounds. It has been interference
with political measures that has caused political
storms. Almost unconsciously great masses of voters
have said to the Lords: “You stick to your job;
leave politics alone’. In a blind and blundering way
the House of Lords has been our economic chamber.

Its economicréle has, in recent years, largely been

superseded by more powerful industrial and financial
bodies—trusts, combines, professional, industrial,
and commercial associations and the like. But the
Lordsarestill on guard, to restrain, delay, modify or
defeat dangerous measures. The growing impotence
of the House of Lords has already alarmeditsfriends,
who would strengthen its influence by a large ac-
cession of new blood. Lord Lymington,for example,
whois not without considerable support. He would
reduce the hereditary members to one hundred,
selected by themselves. Then, in addition to the
lawyers, the medical profession. Next the educational
leaders. And so to business. Twenty financiers, in-
cluding the Governor of the Bank of England, the
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five chairmen of the Big Five, representatives from
the industrial trusts, the Stock Exchange, and the
insurance companies. Next, the great captains of
industry, but double the numbers of the financiers.
All these to be chosen by their own groups and
associations. Finally the Labour elements, chosen by
the trade unions, to be double the number of in-
dustrial magnates; but, of course, in a hopeless
minority in the House as a whole. In vain is that net
spread before the Labourbirds.

Wenote two facts. First, the significance of this
proposal, coming from a High Tory. And, secondly,
the blindness of conventional politicians to the
essential truth that function knowsneither class nor
privilege: is as democratic as knowledgeitself.

Assuming the necessity for a functional authority,
does not Fate point its finger to a complete trans-
formation of this obsolete and at best quasi-functional
body into a definitely democratic House of Industry?

IV

THE NEW EQUALITY

That there is a sound philosophic basis for the
functional conception of nationallife is now evident.
To give it concrete shape is not easy.

Whenwestart to plan out our organization, we
are at once compelled to decide on what working
principle to proceed. There are many whothink that,
since technical efficiency and skill are the flower and
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fruit of function, the best way is to establish some

kind of technocracy—industrial government by

technicians. Onreflection, we discover that technical

knowledge, skill or experience is by no means con-

fined to the intelligentsia. On the contrary,skill, in-

vention, ingenuity, knowledge and experience are
widely diffused throughout the whole working

population. The theorists of Great George Street

are helpless without expert craftsmanship in the

shops. The same truth applies to scientific research.

If you doubt it, inquire at the National Physical

Laboratory. Moreover, we cannot appraise func-

tional standing in terms of percentage or degrees.

Functional skill, yesterday valueless, is found in-

valuable to-day.
Since we cannot with equity grade our functional

workers, except for efficiency and convenience,

plainly we must proceed on lines of equality. For

special work perhaps special consideration; but,

fundamentally, equality. In short, economic de-

mocracy. Wesuffer to-day from a wrong conception
of democracy. We assumethatit has proved a failure

in politics, and therefore is fast becoming obsolete.

In reality, however, the failure of democracy in
politics—so far as it is demonstrably a failure—can
be traced to the intrusion of economic problemsinto

the alien sphereofpolitics, thereby creating mutual

impotence. The solution is found, notin the negation

of democracy, but in its wise extension into our

economic life. Not less, but more; the cure for

democracy is more democracy. It grew out of
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Christianity; it will flourish, to our enrichment, in
function. But we must keep steadily in view the
larger meaning of democracy, not confusing the
basic principle with existing methods. Democracy
means government by assent, with the requisite
organization to secure and protect that assent.
Democratic ends can be secured by other means than
counting noses at occasional elections. Democracy
may indeed defeat itself by sheer clumsiness in in-
sisting upon primitive methodsofelection, in circum-
stances obviously requiring a more developed, more
sophisticated, form. Thus, a functional group may
be swamped by a mass vote of other and larger
groups when it is of vital consequence that this
particular group should, through its elected repre-
sentative, speak in any functional assembly. De-
mocracy is, in fact, best served in its functional
organization by recognizing groups as units, pro-
viding the groups, in their turn, choose their repre-
sentatives by democratic methods.
We can now resume at the point where we dis-

covered that the House of Lords, having been
throughout our constitutional history, in essence,
though not in form, a functional Chamber, had been
superseded by trusts, combines, and professional
associations, and that, in consequence, the time had
cometo transform it into a Houseof Industry. It is
not essential to functional theory that this particular
constitutional change should be enacted; butit is
probable that the practical genius of the British
people, instinctively obedient to historic continuity,
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will, sooner or later, restrict the House of Commons

to political work and its second Chamber to ex-

clusively functional work. Further, that when the

two clash, the final word must rest with the Com-

mons. Whether as a substitute for the House of

Lords or with a new identity, it is certain that, to

save our skins, we must without delay create a

representative economic authority.
If now we can distinguish in our own minds

between thepolitical and economic, can theoretically

disentangle the work of politics, with its primary
spiritual purpose, from the work of the functional

Chamber, with its strictly economic mandate; if,

further, we are clear that the democratic principle

must, in spirit if not in present form, be the basis of

organization, then little more remains but to sketch

the elevation and leave the interior arrangements to

the experts.
In recent years, there have been several attempts

to organize an industrial Parliament or National

Economic Council or Economic General Staff—all

three have had their currency; but they have always,

consciously or unconsciously, been preoccupied with
some practical concordat between employers and

employed. The wage-system has always been present
in the minds of those concerned: has always poisoned

their discussions, rendering their decisionsfutile.
Do we not now realize that there can be no

economic planning, no consistency in industrial

progress, until Labour has been called into council

on terms of equality and not with wage stigmata onits
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brain and hands? In the meantime, Parliament is
gradually losing control over the large industrial
interests without constituting a corresponding econo-
mic authority. This has not escaped the eyesof the
more astute trade union leaders. A. A. Purcell and
A. M. Wall, for example. They write in their Fore-
word to The House of Industry:

Wefrankly admit that in our discussion of the idea
of a Parliament of Industry, or National Economic
Council, Parliamentary ideology has confused its advo-
cates and influenced their vocabulary. Control of in-
dustry, the planning, co-ordination, and regulation of
economicaffairs, cannot be dealt with even by analogy
on Parliamentarylines. . . . It is still true to say that,
in the minds of many trade unionists, the project of
setting up anything in the nature of an Industrial
Council or Parliament of Industry is linked up with
the problem of relationship between employers and
workers. . . . Yet with so little wisdom andforesight
do the politicians manage their own affairs, including
the defence of Parliamentary institutions, that they are

actively engaged at this moment (1931)in legislating
awaytheir control over industry. We need only instance
the creation of the Electricity Commission and the
proposed new authority for the passenger transport
system of Londonas illustrations of this tendency on
the part of Parliament to give away its control of
economic affairs. “hese new bodies are theillegitimate
children of Parliamentary Socialism, whichbearssolittle
resemblance to Socialism as almost to deserve the name
of State Capitalism. Almost, but not quite: for real

State Capitalism would not tolerate the emergence of
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independent concerns, free from all control, answerable

to no Minister and therefore not answerable to Parlia-

mentin matters of policy and administration.

These experienced men recognize that the House
of Industry is the way outof existing confusions:

Parliamentis alternately engaged in assertingits supre-

macyover these independentbodies which have acquired

powerto decidethe course of industrial evolution, and in

creating new independent bodies invested with extra-

ordinary authority to be exercised without reference to

Parliamentat all. This contradiction is inherent in the
present system of parliamentary government, with its

twoparty confrontation andits amateurish economic and

industrial experience. And the House of Industry alone

is capable ofstraightening outthis conflict of tendency.

It will maintain the supremacy of Parliament, when
Parliament is reformed, by the transformation of the
House of Lords into a second chamber charged with
responsibility for economic planning and the co-ordi-
nation and regulation ofindustry; it will bring under a
properly constituted authority the various organs of
economic goyernance and foster their development in
harmony with a clear-cut and coherentpolicy of econ-
omic andindustrial reorganization; it will assign to each
of them its place in the general scheme; and it will
relieve thepolitical parties of their jealous suspicions of
anything and everything which encroaches upon the
sovereignty of Parliament and the integrity of Govern-
mentresting upon the people’s will.

‘These views are doubtless in advance of the
Labour politicians or the rank and file; they are
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nevertheless significant and important. But the
Left has no monopoly of the creed that Parliament
as now constituted cannot control economic de-
velopments or guard against existing dangers and
urgencies. Mr. Harold Macmillan, M.P., is of the
Right. He too has been interesting himeclfaa hte
category of problems. From his book Reconstruction
I quote:

Production cannotbe plannedinrelation to estimated
demand while industries are organized on competitive
lines. In present circumstances [theitalics are his] there
are 20 channels through which any economic policy at all
can be effectively administered throughout the field of
productive effort. It is for this reason that I regardit
as a matter of primary importance to produce an orderly
structure in each of our national industries amenable to
the authority of a representative directorate conducting
the industries as self-governing units in accordance with
the circumstances of the modern world.

Mr. Macmillan has been driven to this declaration
by fear of economic disruption. He sees economic
nationalism destroying the balance of the previous
international economy.

Nations changed from being merely political and cul-
tural entities; and economic nationalism became the dom-

inating influence in their councils. .. . Prices break under
the strain of the fierce necessity to keep the machines
running and unload their output on the market. Costs
of production are cut toa minimum. The more back-
ward nations with a lower standardoflife undercut the
more highly developed. The machines which enabled
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man to conquer scarcity now threaten to plunge him

deeper and deeperinto poverty.

To some of us this appears to be the reductio ad
absurdum of Capitalism. Not so Mr. Macmillan. As
we shall see, he borrows the clothes of function to

revive the old system. A new facade to a decaying
institution.

V

QUEEN VICTORIA IS DEAD

We left Mr. Harold Macmillan, M.P., dis-
turbed, if not distressed, by the shrinkage and dis-
organization of our trade. He does notrealize that,
even though the patient may have bright intervals,
the present economic system is suffering from creep-
ing paralysis. Broadly stated, he proposes for each
industry or group of industries a National Industrial
Council, “‘to encourage and assist the efficient co-
ordination of purchasing, production, marketing, and
research; on lines that would enable each industry
to evolve towards the highest possible unity ofpolicy
and the necessary degree ofcentralization of control”.
Secondly, he advocates an Investment and Develop-
ment Board, to be composed of representatives from
the Tariff Advisory Committee, the National In-
dustrial Councils, and the Bankers’ Industrial
Development Trust with powers and functions en-
Jarged. He thus offers his public a book on “‘Re-
construction”, which, on examination,is found to be
a purely commercial reorganization. He writes of a
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“representative” National Council; it is only repre-
sentative of the commercial elements. At a moment
when we are suffering from a bloated finance which
dominates andbids fair to destroy us, he proposes to
enlarge its powers and functions. The vast working
class, itself a depository of function, is excluded from
these Councils. Mr. Macmillan separates the sheep
from the goats. He proposes a parallel alignment.
“At every point from the workshoporfactory to the
National Council there would be a body representing
the management and a body representing the
workers.” The connection between the two bodies,
short of some polite discussions on policy, would be
wage negotiations. Mr. Macmillan lines up the
forces for an accentuated class struggle.

CAUGHT UP IN THE WAGE SYSTEM

His proposal is a striking instance of calculated

simplicity. It is done so considerately, so sympa-
thetically. He must be a friendly sort of man.

But...

In the event of labour and management in any in-
dustry failing to reach agreement, the dispute would be
submitted to the Economic Council (upon which Labour
is excluded) for inquiry and recommendations. Until
this inquiry has been held and the Economic Council’s
recommendations published, no interruption of employ-
ment would be permitted either by the declaration of

strike or lock-out.

Try how he may, Mr. Macmillan cannot escape
from the wage system:
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‘The wages of any section of workers must not be
allowedto fall in such a wayasto injure marketstability,
nor must they be allowed to rise so high asto inflict
injury on thestandardoflife ofothersections ofworkers,
as consumers. It is not suggested that wages can or
should be equalin all industries, but it is suggested that
a system of wage negotiation should be devised which
will enable us to ensure that they are equitable.

Here is the commodity valuation of labour, stark
naked and unashamed. Mr. Macmillan, in the
guise of a friendly observer, carries the competitive
price of labour a step further. There is to be com-
petition, not only with the commercial market, but
with the other labour elements. The wage rate in
one industry must, to some extent, determine the
wage rates in others. Mr. Macmillan need not be
alarmed. Wages are based on subsistence, plus
certain additions that accrue by reason of skill or
organization. He provides for a subsistence rate,
slightly modified to ensure a minimum purchasing
power; otherwise, no change.
The general conclusions reached by Mr. Mac-

millan are not disappointing, because they are pre-
cisely what we would expect. They are, of course,
significant. They are the views and proposals that
now come, in various forms, from a younger school
of Toryism, having a reputation forintelligent sym-
pathy with labour. In reality, what they wantis the
continuanceofthe existing financial, non-functional,
system. They know they cannotsecure this unless
they can keep labour in bondage with less irksome
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chains. Theyare, in fact, en garde. Mr. Macmillan
again:

The world is equipped to produce more than the

world markets will absorb. “This statement is a self-
evident truth. But there are two observations which

have to be made. Inthefirst place, it is an economically

ridiculous anda politically dangerousstate of affairs. It

is ridiculous because millions of people are enduring

poverty and hardship as an apparent consequence of

potential plenty. It is dangerous because an intelligent

populace will not suffer permanently underso painful a

paradox. The danger is not that they will destroy

merely the system which creates poverty amidst plenty,

but that they will be driven in desperation to destroy
muchthat is valuable as well. Until we take action to

deal with the economic evil the political danger will

exist. Weare to-day preparing the groundforviolence.

Wearefeeding fanatical revolutionary movements with

the material they require.

THE VICTORIAN CONCEPTION

It apparently does not occur to Mr. Macmillan

that, if the material were not there, there would

be no revolutionists, reasonable or fanatic. The

question is how far can he stem the revolutionary

flow by buttressing our present commercial system

and extending the powers and functions offinance?

He sees life in the light of commerce and not

economy, of well-founded finance, and with no con-

ception of function. In the world struggle between

function which liberates and finance which enslaves,

heis definitely on the side of finance. The conquest
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of finance by function is, to him, an affrighting

revolution. It is to commerce and finance he assigns

the management of industry; labour is an intract-

able factor calling for special treatment outside the

framework of management. Parallel, if you like; but

emphatically outside the manager’s room. Apart

from its internal purchasing power, labour—the

source of function—is an unmitigated nuisance.

Beyond that minimum purchasing power—labour’s

modest charge upon production and distribution—

commerceand financeare divinely ordained to pouch

the plunder.
This Victorian conception of our national economy

assumes that commerce and financeare functionally

of such supreme value that, between them, they are

entitled to manage our economicaffairs. Indeed,it

would be nearer the truth to affirm that functional

value is unknownto its philosophy. What counts is

not service but possession; service is the handmaid

to possession. But when function looks at our mer-

chants and financiers, it shrugs its shoulders and

declares that, functionally considered, the buying

and selling of goods is of low stazus, whilst bankers

cannot be rated higher than cashiers or accountants.

Asfor the dividends earned by commercial methods,

function simply asks what functional value do they
bring to the common fund. Mr. Macmillan has
assumed far too much. He assumes that recon-

struction comes through the counting house: that

whatever changes may come in our industrial
structure are “‘to assist the efficient co-ordination of

E
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purchasing, production, marketing and research’:
that a commercial ideology must prevail. This
carries us further from, and not nearer to, a new
society, with its vision of all our functional units co-
ordinated to produce and distribute wealth onlines
of natural and not “‘effective”’ demand; a society
easily capable of issuing and accepting credits in
recognized ratio to production, of which distribution
is an integral part. A new society alert to the larger
cultural possibilities in politics, after function takes
control of our economic organization.

With this sharp contrast between the Libertarian
and Functional schools of thought, we draw to our
conclusion. The argument maybebriefly summar-
ized:

(1) We have passed through both an Authoritar-
ian and Libertarian period; we have reached the age
of Function.

(i) Function is the activity or mode ofaction by
which a people fulfils its purpose. By hypothesis,
the purpose is, by economic development unre-
stricted by subjective rights, to establish State and
individual upon a sound economic foundation.

(i) This purpose takes priority over all subjec-
tive rights. The function is greater than the person,
demanding loyalty from the person.

(iv) Function is here limited to the economic
sphere.

(v) The citizen in his political capacity can and
must ultimately direct economic policy; but its
execution must be functional.
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(vi) To that end,a functional or economic author-

ity must be constituted. It is suggested as politically

desirable that the present House of Lords be super-

seded by an economic authority which might be

known as the House of Industry.
(vii) This House of Industry must be composed

of members democratically elected by the organized

industries. Every member must have a functional

qualification.

(viii) The economic authority must, in all its

ramifications, befinally responsible for the mainten-

ance, in health, illness, or old age, of every worker.

(ix) Functional organization involves the aboli-

tion of the wage system. Every worker goes on

permanent pay.

(x) Functional control implies workers’ control.

The worker is the instrument of function.

(xi) Efficiency is secured by the recognition of

groups, having functional value and definite identity.

Representation derives from groups.
With such a synopsis, our Macmillans may see

red revolution and the breaking up of laws. In

reality, however, function is already upon us, nascent,

not consciously organized, blindly asserting its

power, frequently to our undoing. We must now
give it formal recognition and finally establish it as

the dominant principle in the economic sphere.

Function thus formulated can systematically work

out its own scale of values and urgencies.

To achieve this purpose is a stupendoustask; the

burden cast upon our post-war generation andcall-
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ing for enthusiasm and sacrifice. Above all, for
faith. As we proceed, we shall witness the gradual
cleansing of the political system and the preparation
for its supreme mission of cultural development and
spiritual enlightenment.



CHAPTER V

TAXATION

I

THE GROUP OR THE PERSON

Tue relations between the sovereign State and its

individual citizens are largely, but not entirely,

governed by the commonlaw and bytaxation. Our

rights as citizens must continue to be defined by

common law (which recognizes habits and customs),

but as we achieve the functional organization of

society it needslittle or no imagination to foresee

fundamental changes in Chancery law and notably

in taxation. Function would certainly prove abortive

unless it comes prepared with a new schemeoftaxa-

tion. Since, by hypothesis, the function, in the

economic sphere, is greater than the individual, so

it must follow that the State must look to function to

supply its needs. On this principle, personal taxa-

tion tends to diminish, perhaps ultimately to dis-

appear, the burdenof taxation falling upon the func-

tional or economic authority. The method of “the

precept”, which the educational authorities formerly

presented to the local councils, must be re-adopted

and re-adapted by the State in its dealings with the
economic authority. Budgetary requirements having
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been decided by the House of Commons,a precept
will be issued by the Chancellor directly upon the
Economic Authority or upon the several functional
bodies, whichever policy may decide or convenience
dictate.
As the average man, sometimes with restricted

vision but generally with soundsense,likes to know
what his personal liability, in tax or rates, is likely
to be when new policies are adumbrated, it is in-
cumbent upon all the advocates of far-reaching
changes frankly to face the cost as expressed in
taxation. I have noticed, not without amusement,
that many replanning proposals conveniently omit
any reference to the national exchequer. Weare
apt, too, to forget that taxation is closely bound up
with our political history. Let us then refresh our
memories.

THE PRINCIPLES OF MODERN TAXATION

The crucial moment in the development of taxa-
tion was, of course, the struggle and final triumph
of the principle that there shall be no taxation with-
out representation. Pym, Hampden, and the others
settled that issue. The principles of modern taxation
we owe to Adam Smith, with variations from Bentham
and Mill. Smith elaborated four classic maxims.
Shortly put they were:

(1) The subjects of a State ought to contribute
towards the support of the Government in propor-
tion to their respective abilities.

(2) Taxes should be certain and notarbitrary.
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(3) Taxes should be levied at the time it is most

convenient for the contributor to pay them.

(4) A tax must be so paid as to take out and keep

out of the payers’ pockets the least possible amount

over the net return to the Treasury. In other words,

a tax that costs too muchtocollect is a bad tax. This

is obviously the exact opposite to the Chinese

“squeeze”; but it was really directed against the

farming oftaxes.
We mustnot delve into the unending controversy

upon direct and indirect taxation. Those who are

interested will find it in Mill. Adam Smith’s maxims

were generally accepted down to 1914, when the war

left douleversé all our preconceived principles and
predilections.
From the Victorian period two facts emerged.

First, that taxation was based on theindividual; but,

secondly, however much in theory the State con-

sidered the individual as the unit of taxation, aiming

at personal equity, the practical best to be attained
was by taxingclasses in the aggregate. The problem
was to determine whatkind oftax pressesleast hardly

on the different classes knownto society (the wage-

earner haying little or no status in this connection)
whilst in the case of a tax or impostlaid impartially
on all, the burden was eased by graduation, abate-

ment, proportionate percentage, or some other equit-
able adjustment. Gladstone, for example, in renew-
ing the income tax, in 1860, exempted all incomes

below £100 (thereby excluding the vast majority of
the wage-earners) and taxed higher incomes on the
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excess above £60. Bentham first suggested that we
should leave untaxed a minimum income sufficient
to provide the necessaries oflife. Mull, in a famous
passage, admitted that these taxes which theoreti-
cally violated the maxim of equality were none the
less justly imposed. The point to be noted is that
classes and not individuals tended more and more to
become the units of assessment.

CAN TENDENTIOUS TAXATION BE DEFENDED?

Whilst theoretically the sole raison d’étre of taxa-
tion is to supply the State with money,it has been
frequently usedto serve political or moral purposes.
Thus our whole system of excise is not only to find
money for the Exchequer, butalso to limit the con-
sumption of alcohol. When we drink, we pay more
to the Exchequer than we do to the breweror dis-
tiller. Personally that leaves me cold; but when to-
bacco comes into the same pernicious category, I
will, when I find time and opportunity, lead an in-
surrection. More definitely political is taxation on
land, which may and does vary according to current
political reactions. It may be doubted whether ten-
dentious taxation can ever be defended. The tempta-
tion is ever present. Thus, in socialist circles, one
hears the threat “‘to tax so and soorthis and that out
of existence”. Is it honest politics, for example,
legally to permit an economicsystem that yields large
salaries or dividends and then apply punitive taxa-
tion? Is this not giving with one hand and taking
with the other? Can it be defended either in morals
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or policy? The fact is that this tendency in politics
is the illegitimate child of Radicalism and State

Socialism. It certainly indicates the intellectual

bankruptcy of both. If large incomesare legally to

be permitted, the system that produces large incomes

has equal sanction. If, however, large incomes are

to be the object of definite bias in taxation, then the

economic system cannot be defended. The argu-
ment seems to run that, whilst the State cannot

directly intervene in industry, it can mark its ap-
proval or disapproval by discrimination in taxation.
This is obviously a departure from thefiscal canons
to which we have adhered for a century or more.
The answer of any functional authority would be
that it can arrangesalaries and incomes on an equit-
able basis and will the Treasury kindly attendto its
own business? The plain duty of any Socialist Gov-
ernment would, therefore, be to provide the constitu-

tional machinery for a functional economyandnot to
worry and irritate by tendentious taxation, which can
only be defined as “willing to wound, but yet afraid
to strike.”

Wemustnot, however, interpret our fiscal canons
too absolutely. The taxation of industry, for example,
calls for treatment fundamentally different from land
and rent. I cannot, as yet, picture to myself any
functional organization that controls all our land and,
therefore, controls rent. Agriculture is obviously
functional; but ground rents in our big cities are a
different problem, essentially political and only
economic in a secondary sense. Leasehold rents, for
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example, might easily be drownedin a flood ofmone-
tary inflation. If large rent payments remain outside
the jurisdiction of the economic authority, they can
only be dealt with as a political problem. There is the
case of unoccupied land or houses evading rates yet
deliberately being held for a rise. Thereare, in fact,
dozens of borderline cases, not definitely functional
and yet of real social consequence. There is a body
of literature and propaganda,largely the creation of
Henry George, which looks to taxation to accom-
plish its purpose. If Parliament creates a functional
authority, endowing it with full economic rights, I
am certainly not such a rigid doctrinaire as to insist
upon the sanctity offiscal canons, now centuryold,
in their application to the new conditions. On the
contrary, no case against tendentious taxation could
then be sustained.

‘Taxation clearly brings State and Function into
sharp contrast. Just as it became necessary to regard
classes, rather than individuals, as the units of assess-
ment, perhaps we can now see these propertied
classes disappearing and functional units taking
their place in the affection of the Chancellor of the
Exchequer. But we have only forged the first link
in a long chain of causation. Weshall discoverthat,
whilst the Treasury has much to tax outside func-
tion, the great bulk of taxation must inevitably be
found by the economic authority. That in its turn
meanstaxation at the source of production. Forit is
conceivable—and indeed probable—thatall capital
charges will enter into cost accordingly so that there
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may be no surplus to tax. Function will not know
its business if it does not reduce existing share prices

to their true value. The Stock Exchange will find

life depressing, but not dull. If this be so, then a

considerable section of overhead charges will either

be wiped out or their equivalent absorbed into a

higher and more general standard oflife.

Our next task is to picture the new methods of

State maintenance in a functional society.

II

THE STATE IS THE FIRST CHARGE

The upkeep and general maintenance of a State
that has had the wisdom and prudence to separate
its economic functions from its political life must
inevitably lead to greatly increased expenditure, not
balanced by the decrease in armaments. Our cul-
tural activities must expand beyondall knowledge.
If our existing Budget is, say, £750,000,000, we
must prepare for at least £1,000,000,000 in the new
dispensation. I make allowance for the stupendous
burden of debt interest and sinking fund and even
then have no fear of vast expenditure on education,
science, art, housing, replanning, transport, and a
thousand other things. Still, 1 may be wrong. Our
Budget, 1913-1914, was only £163,000,000, com-
pared with £784,000,000 in 1918-1919, the last
year of the War. Never mind! Whatever the amount
greater or smaller, we can manage it—ten timesover,
if needs be.
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FUNCTION AND FINANCE

Since, however, taxation assumes an altogether
different form in a functional society, the economic
group superseding the individual, we are at once
confronted with the problems how to pay the taxa-
tion. That necessitates as simple as possible an ex-
planation of the attitude of function to finance.
Weshall save ourselves trouble and misunder-

standing if we declare that function will never sit on
a dual throne with finance. Function knows from
long experience that finance is, functionally con-
sidered, of minor importance. If we could imagine
ten degrees in function, finance’s status would rank
about five or six. The best minds are wasted on
finance. The cashier’s job is mechanical and not in-
tellectual. He is a recorder; not a controller. He

must do what he is told. The banking system must
become the accountancy department of the nation.
It may tender advice, if asked; otherwise the control
of money, currency, and credit must rest with the
economic authority, in co-operation with the State.

IMMORALITIES OF CAPITALISM

Heaven forfend that I should find myself in-
volved in the interminable discussions now proceed-
ing on the subject of money. We may hope that
perhaps— possibly —somehow—some day —who
knows—an improved banking technique may be
evolved. Onenotices that most of these discussions
are within the framework of the existing system.
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So much the worse for them! I must, however, con-

tent myself with briefly stating whatare the financial
desiderata in a functional society.

(i) As stated, function must control finance. All
financial controlis, in itself, an act of bankruptcy.

(ii) Money must only have a token value. The
two glaring immoralities of Capitalism are the com-

modity valuation of labour and the commodity value
of money.

(iii) A joint State and Economic Commission
must be empowered to issue money or currency in
agreed ratio to production. The Commission must

also define, in such ways as it may deem fit, the terms,

conditions or restrictions of all currency issues.
(iv) This same Commission might take control

of the Bank of England for purposesofinternational

exchange.
What new banking technique would emerge out

of all this, I do not know. Neither do the money
reformers. The essential thing is functional or
economic control: the expression of values in terms

of commodities instead of the subjugation of com-
modity values to financial interests, which are ob-
viously based on the commodity valuation of money.

CONTROLLED IMPORTS AND EXPORTS

The bearing of this upon the corporate taxation
here suggested is obvious. The economic authority,
directly or through its component parts, would sup-
port the State by a new system both of currency and
controlled commodities. For a moment we must
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return to what I have called tendentious taxation.
One aspect of this is the duties levied on imported
goods to protect the British producer. But, on the
functional hypothesis, all this would disappear, be-
cause the purchase, or refusal to purchase, could,
without difficulty, be enforced by the economic
authority. Moreover, it would insist upon freedom
andelasticity in the international market. In Janu-
ary, it might want no imports in a given category;
in July it might arrange a large exchangeof its own
products for those kept out in January. We have
only to examinethe Irish imbroglio to see how easily
function could havesettled it.

DOING AWAY WITH INCOME TAX

The more, then, we examine the present Budget,
the more do wefind it an o//a podrida of diverse ele-
ments, partly genuinetaxation, partly political, partly
economic. The cool eye of function would survey it
and quickly give it a consistency unknowninits his-
tory. For the whole of the functional work envisaged
in any Budget would naturally pass to the economic
authority—armaments, housing, public works, and
ten thousandother details, not forgetting new furni-
ture for schools. ‘Thus, function would pay a large
part of its guota, not in money, but in goods andser-
vices. Much, however, would necessarily be paid in
an approved currency—salariesfor civil servants and
pay for soldiers and sailors. Pay, please note, not
wages. ‘hus, the estimates for the coming Budget
would not be confined to little circle of Treasury
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officials; the functional groups must be called into
consultation. This, in its turn, would rob the Budget
ofits silly and portentous secrecy, no harm accruing,
as there would be nothing for the speculators to
speculate upon.

In a functional Budget, it is a moral certainty that
income tax would disappear. The tax mustfall upon
the economic groups and the amountof the tax,
charged at the source, would enter into cost. Four
years ago I wrotethis:

“The question is why should notall taxation be in-
cluded in working costs and so finally enter into a
national total turnover? Drawing a bow at a venture
(for I have no meansofcorrectly estimating the total
figures) I shall be near the mark in stating that the
Budget of £800,000,000 would represent a decimal
of I per centofour national turnover.”

THE SOVIET BUDGET

On this assumption, I advocated the payment of
the Budget on a turnover tax, thus practically
Wiping out the bulk of personal taxation. I was
heartily laughed at for my pains. But others were
working on the same idea. Russia, to wit. In the
Soviet Budget estimate for 1934 I find that the
Turnover Tax is incomparably the largest source of
income: in roubles 29,227,790,000. Considerthat!
Put theroubleat one shilling: nearly £1,500,000,000!
In addition to this Turnover Tax,there is a special
Merchandise Fund of over £30,000,000, whilst
othersocialized industries yield £76,000,000. The
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circumstances as between Great Britain and Russia

are not comparable; but is it not abundantly evident

that a functional society can meet its Budget require-

ments far more easily than a predominantly financial

society like Great Britain? Out of the total Russian

revenue of 48,879,416,000 roubles, the personal

income tax amounts only to 207,000,000 roubles.

NO MORE WAR

With conscious play and interplay between the

State and the economic authority, scores of difficult

international problems can be solved in amity and

equity. If the root cause of modern war be primarily

economic, then waris indefinitely held off if modern

nations are equipped with economic authorities.

‘They would becomea great enginery for peace and

mutual economic expansion. In any event, there can

be no question of the vast economic advance we our-

selves would make when,at long last, we pay court

to function and not to finance. It is in new principles

of taxation that ourfirst fruitful efforts must be made.

Wemust notvisualize the economicauthorityas strug-

gling for economic power at the expenseofthe State.

That way madness would lie. It is in the mutual co-

operation of the spiritual and material forces, each

conscious of the other’s possibilities and policies,

that we can move forward from economic strength

to wider and higheractivities that now transcend the

imagination.
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GENIUS

Ir now we can glimpse, no doubt vaguely, the con-

stitution of a functional society, with its formal re-

lations to the State, partly defined through the

mechanism of taxation, we may inquire what

provision is made, within the functional boundaries,

for men of genius, artists, craftsmen, for men and

women whoprefer to live on their wits or their

special endowments? If we are, one and all, to be

subject to mass or group control, if genius will not

or cannot be graciously recognized, then we may

assumea fatal defect in the functional principle.

The problem offirst distinguishing genius and

then giving it sympathy and support has been

presentto all communities for thousands of years. As

“senius to madnessis allied,” it is not surprising

that, at all times, our ancestors ignorantly missed

priceless things by mistaking the one for the other.

For genius does not run in harness. Onethinks of

Fra Lippo Lippi:

Don’t you think they’rethelikeliest to know,
They with their Latin? So, I swallow myrage,

Clench myteeth, suck mylips in tight, and paint

To please them—sometimes do and sometimes don’t.

F
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For genius, tragedy; for us others, incalculableloss.
On our conscience are ten thousand other poignant
tragedies all down the history of science,art, litera-
ture and industry. Our own Victorian fathers, in
the matter of finding and succouring genius, showed
impenetrable stupidity. They complacently smiled
at the invectives of Carlyle, Matthew Arnold, and
Ruskin, regarding the gibes of Heine as very bad
manners. Philistinism triumphant! In contrast, the
functional hypothesis is that culture and industry
must march in step. What, therefore, was perhaps
excusable in our beefy ancestors who worshipped
“commonsense” may become a crime—ora blunder
that 1s worse than a crime—in our new dispensation.
Wemayindeedseriously inquire whether a functional
organization is conceivable, not to say possible, un-
less inspired by a culture unknown even thirty years
ago; but if the new order at first fails to nourish
genius, the existing order will not have thetiniest
pebble to throw at it. To-day, ourbestliteratureis
so thoroughly commercialized that the best minds
shrink from making contributions, which, when
made, are, as often as not, rejected; in art, the Royal
Academy is still supreme: in Fleet Street it is not
ideas that are wanted, but—ad captandum: vulgus—
aids to circulation. Disheartening thoughall thatis,
it 1s in industry that inventive genius suffers most. A
large proportion of good inventions are rejected—
or bought and killed—noton their merits, but be-
cause they cut at the roots ofvastfinancial interests.
Others of value are shamelessly exploited, the in-
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ventor’s share being frequently negligible. Every

patent agent can tell queer stories about valuable

patents.

The attitude of Function towards invention is,

however, fundamentally different from Capitalism,

in that every patent or new process that improves or

cheapens production, or dispenses with labour,

strengthens the economicposition of the whole com-

munity, and, in the true sense of the word, saves

labour, to labour’s gain, and not, as before, to

labour’s loss. The whole problem was fully dis-

cussed in all its bearings by the National Guild

writers twenty yearsago. At therisk of being tedious

or too obvious, I may with advantage recall some

of the old arguments.

Sometimes an absolutely novel invention crosses

the industrial horizon. It is a sport, the emanation

of some unique experience, some happyinspiration.

In the main, however, inventions are the logical out-

come of earlier inventive or constructive work.

These inventions are only partially novel: the new

invention is only anotherdetail in a prolonged pro-

cess. We all know how manyalleged new inventions

fail to secure patents on groundsof anticipation or

prior combination. In general, all new inventions

are merely the development of a continuous practice

and the new invention therefore is a social product.

That is not a denial of suitable rewardsfor ingenuity:

but a medical discovery is equally an invention, the

reward of research or observation. The doctor, how-

ever, is compelled to disclose the essential facts of
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his discovery to his profession; he is explicitly for-
bidden to patent a new medical process or to keep
private its chemical formule. Whencethe difference?
The doctor belongs to

a

liberal profession; he is a
gentleman by Act of Parliament. His duty is to his
profession or function. It is only by the co-operative
efforts ofall its membersthat the science of medicine
can advance. Moreover, the profession will not per-
mit vested interests to grow up within itself. That
is why any doctor who advertises is promptly dealt
with for “infamous conduct”. The only difference,
therefore, between the mechanical or commercial
inventor and the doctor is that one is a gentleman
and the otherisn’t. Here I quote:

The reasons that govern medical practice in this
respect ought to be equally applicable to the engineer,
the chemist or the manufacturer. Buttheir legal status
[you see we were discussing status twenty years ago] is
not that of gentlemen; they belong to the army of
profiteers, and are accordingly exempt from the obliga-
tions imposed upontheliberal professions. In this way
does moderncapitalism write itself down asself-seeking
and ungentlemanly.

Here we discover a curious fact. The medical
profession, at least in this regard, definitely adopts
functionalprinciples, whilst capitalist industry defin-
itely rejects them.

Before proceeding to another aspect of this prob-
lem, we may complete ourreferences to the inventor.
Under functional control, the motive to extract rent,
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interest and profits disappears, and the sinister group

of vultures and harpies who live by squeezing or

swindling inventors is dispersed. But function wants

the inventor, the man of creative mind: wants him

urgently, since economy oflabour and new ideas and

inventions are thelife-blood of all functional bodies.

Again I quote from National Guilds:

Atthis point we touch closely upon the psychology

of the inventor. To him, the productof his genius (not

forgetting that awfondit is a social product) is as a new-

born child to its mother. He wants timeto nurseit, to

perfect it, to work out the developments that inevitably

flow from it. If such opportunity be afforded him, he

is probably perfectly happy. Heis,in reality, a creative

artist. The instinct to create is in him quite as much

as it is in the painter (whois also an inventor), or the

writer (whois also an inventor), or the musician (who

is also an inventor). In their own interests, therefore,

the Guilds must makeattractive conditions and a happy

atmosphere in which the inventor can work. Having

proved his mettle, the inventor can look to the Guild

for support, for protection and for material aid. He will

be released from the routine of Guild work; he will

work in a laboratory where there is no stint; he will,

on good cause shown,travel to perfect his knowledge

and experience ofhis particular work, and his position

will be one of amenity anddistinction.

Thecraftsman,in his turn, has his problems which

also call for understanding. It is obviously more

difficult to apply any fixed principlesto his case; for,
unlike the inventor, he depends upon constant con-
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tact with the workshop, both for his tools and his
inspiration. There are so many kinds and degrees of
craftsmanship that it is not easy to decide where and
how A shall have special consideration over B. But
it is our business to preserve that skill and crafts-
manship which have been the greatest asset of
British industry. Weare apt to assumetooreadily
that mass productionis our destiny. This is far from
the realities of our existing system and inconceivable
in a functional society. It is true, of course, that mass
production of manystaple articles is desirable. All
repetitive jobs, for example, are best done by
machinery; in fact, all work that involves tedium.
Nobody wants hand work merely to retain it for the
individual worker, and providing it contains within
itself no semblanceof beauty or pleasure. And there
is this to be said about machined decorations: they
appeal to light purses. There are thousands of
articles, mechanically decorated, which are not sold
because they appeal, but because they are cheap.
With a substantial rise in the standard of living,
bringing with it, let us hope, an ever improving sense
of colour and outline, the demand for mechanical
production would fall and the demandfor craft pro-
ducts increase.
The problem, then, of the craftsman is both in-

ternal and external—the internal arrangements to a
large extent depending upon the economic and
cultural conditions outside. If these external con-
ditions can be observed, functional policy calls for
the most liberal arrangements inside the workshop
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to meet the demand and to stimulate it. It is still

true to affirm that supply creates demand.

The probable development of craftsmanship, un-

der function, will be to train good craftsmen up to

the point where the worker shows skill combined

with originality and initiative. He may then elect to

chance his luck as a free-lance or he may prefer to

leave the sale of his work to the selling department.

Take the case of a carver in a joinery works. He may

show both skill and genius. His work will be talked

about, first amongst those aroundhim,and gradually

in an ever-widening circle. He is obviously an

artist. The task of function is to train him in all the

essentials of his occupation and subsequently to en-

courage him when heis recognized for what heis

and what he maybe.
The cases here cited are two out of as many

thousand. There are over one thousand separate

crafts, or specialized occupations, in the East End

of London; over a thousand in Birmingham and its

environs; over a thousand ig Yorkshire and Lan-

cashire. And we have Bristol and the West Country,

Wales and Scotland. Great Britain is rich beyond

dreams in craftsmanship and technical experience. It

is an armyofskilled workers who might, with justice

andpride, find their motto in Ecclesiastes:

Theyshall maintain the fabric of the world,

And in the handiwork oftheir craft is their prayer.

In the present posture of our national economy,

these men, who are veritably the saviours of their
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country, are paced and subjected to ever diminishing
returns by the automatic machine, which should be
one of their tools, but is, in fact, the instrument of
finance to keep down wages and increase profits.
Major Douglas in The Monopoly of Credit remarks
that:

More and morethe position oflabour, using the word
of course in its widest possible sense, tends to becoming
the catalyst in an operation impossible withoutits pre-
sence, but carried on with a decreasing direct contri-
bution from labouritself.

His idea is to transform the workers into share-
holders in “Great Britain, Ltd.” and subsequently
the “British Empire, Ltd.” The transition to be
“without shock and without any alteration in the
existing administration of industry”. In sucha vital
issue it is better to be frank. This ‘s not only non-
sense, but dangerous nonsense. Shareholders! How
the financial jargon persists! Hepictures a financial
hegemony “without any alteration in the existing
administration of industry”.
The functional conception looks ina very different

direction. It is not a register of shareholders it
wants, but a register of cultured citizens, whose needs
are supplied, not “‘without anyalteration in the ex-
isting administration of industry”, but by a sweeping
changein ourfinancial governanceto that democratic
control of every industrial process, without which
there can be no functional freedom.

Moreover, as the standardoflife rises as function
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asserts its dominance over finance, culture will ad-
vance, and, with it, good taste. That meansan ever-
increasing demand for fine craftsmanship and an
equivalent rejection of machined products that now
crowd our homes with ugliness, breeding ugly lives
and killing our sense of beauty.
Thus we shall discover that function must train

its artists and craftsmen, must encourage its in-
ventors, must keep sweet its workshops, and so
march in step with the spiritual and culturallife
released from the servitude offalse financial values.



CHAPTER VII

BRAINS

Tue Clown in Twelfth Night sapiently remarked that
“our skulls Jove cram with brains”. On the whole,
we have reason to be grateful to Jove for this act of
condescension. The results have certainly been
variegated ; it isindeed amoot point whether the great
events of history can be traced to the presence or
absence of brains. This is certain: the brains be-
stowed on each andall of us differ enormously in
quality and size. The Englishare rather particular—
and self-conscious—intheir use ofthe word “‘brains’’.
To the higher reaches of thought they apply the
term “intellectual”; they retain the word “brains”
for the more concrete and pedestrian affairs of life;

but the man whois only smart and quick on the up-
take they describe, with a touch of contempt, as
“brainy”. If we divide the activities and pre-
occupations of mankindinto two large categories, the
cultural and the functional, in the main it would be

true that function only asks for brains, leaving the

intellectual to the cultural, political, and spiritual.

The truth of it is that the concrete practical prob-
lems do not induce any great intellectual strain.

This distinction is doubtless as arbitrary as it is
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arrogant, since I, moi gui vous parle, am an intel-

lectual! Nevertheless we may affirm with confi-
dence that most intellectuals are misplaced in in-
dustry. Frequently they rise above it. Charles
Lamb, we may remember, was a diligent clerk in
the East India Office; the anthologist of the Golden

Treasury was, perhaps appropriately, a clerk in the
Bank of England; Edward Clodd, one of the great
intellectuals of the last century, was the secretary of
an insurance company; John Henry Shorthouse,
who wrote ohn Inglesant (a book comparable to
Marius the Epicurean), was a Quaker manufacturerin
Birmingham—bedsteads, I think. Let us hope that
his designs did not conduce to nightmare. Ricardo,

the economist, was a stockbroker who made an im-
mensefortune; Bastiat was a merchant; Proudhon a
master printer; Carey a publisher; J. B. Say, the
French economist, wasfirst an insurance broker, and
subsequently made a considerable fortuneas a cotton
spinner. And a cloud of others. These men cer-
tainly did not exhaust their mental powers in their
trades. Probably they were glad to escape from com-
mercial humdrum to give their intellectual hunger
somesatisfaction.

Onthe other hand whatare weto say of so-called
business brains? I happened recently to glance
through a book written by a friend of mine in which
there is an interview with Sir Thomas Beecham. Sir
Thomas, under expert examination, admitted that he
might have been a successful man of business. He
was trained to it and rebelled. ‘‘For one thing, the
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great business men seemed to meto beanillusion.
‘They weren’t good business men.” Recalling some
of the greatest names in modern business, he went

on:

Some of them merely lost all their money, some of
them went to gaol. Most of the others were quite
unaware how they had managed to make their money

and how they contrived to keep it. For one like myself,

with a passion for logic, the world of business was far

too romantic, too wildly romantic and unreal. No

wonder, then, I turned to music—an exactscience with

severely logical laws.

When, thirty years ago, he went down from

Oxford to his home in Lancashire, he not only had

a taste for the arts but the conviction that life with-

out the arts was mean andsterile. And that is how

Lancashire then was:—

Theytell me that the Northerner is hard. He may

be so. But thirty years ago he was worse than that—he

was brutally narrow. The typical Northerner never

wentto the theatre, never went to a concerthall except

to hear an oratorio, knew nothing ofpictures, and less

of books. It was a world I could notlive in, and it was

a world of business.

That is what business brains had brought Lanca-

shire to, not so very long ago. But Sir Thomas had

somethingelse to say:

Moreover, there was creeping into business at this

time something which has now transformed it. Con-

sidered as a matter of business, everybody not an idler or
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a rentier isa businessman. Forinstance, I produce opera
and market it. But in almost every industry to-day the
producer and even the merchantare ofsecondary impor-
tance. International currency thwarts their efforts and
plays pitch-and-toss with their profits. I had a good
example of that when I was over in Germany at the
time when the mark was moving merrily between 300
to the £ and 300,000.

So the markets disgusted him. “I turned from
the foolish haphazard of them to the serene logic of
art.”

If our business leaders really have brains, how on
earth do they permit finance “to play pitch-and-toss
with their profits’? The answeris that they prefer
the hazardsoffinance, of the gambling that finance
compels or impels, to “the serene logic’ of function.
None the less these business men are perpetually

complaining that their voice is not sufficiently heard
in the counsels of the nation. Some years ago they
agitated for a “Business Man’s Government”. They
did not get it; but their silver-voiced champion,
whom they implicitly trusted, went to penal servitude
and died in penury.
An important fact emerges: business brains and

functional brains are fundamentally different. Busi-
ness brains are, in essence, devoted to the sordid
pursuit of profits and so maintain financial control,
without which they would immediately be submerged
by brains movedby purely functional considerations.
This distinction between business and functional
brains has yet to be grasped by the labourleaders.
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In the joint reports of the General Council of the
Trades Union Congress and the Executive of the

Labour Party this ominousclause appears:

Then there is the day-to-day administration of the

concern. ‘This is quickly becoming a profession and the
persons undertaking the work will have to be trained

business administrators.

Everything,of course, turns upon what the writers
of this report mean by “‘trained business adminis-

trators’”. Are these managers, of varying status,
skilful in so wangling production or distribution

that profits are earned? Or is it that the most

technically efficient men, whose main purpose is

quality, is intended? The Reportclearly indicates an

acceptance by certain of the Labour leaders of the

gap between the workers and the management.
Hence the demand for “trained business adminis-

trators’, apparently appointed by the management,

and without any consultation with the workers.

These gentlemen met with a sharp rebuff at the

Hastings Conference of the Labour Party; but it

remains painfully evident that the functional prin-

ciple has not yet been grasped by the very people

whose economic emancipation depends upon it.

They must learn, we would hope at not too great a

price, that our functional, as distinct from our

financial, life is essential to national salvation. Once

fully seised ofthis, they will know with certainty that

our functional organization must be a unity and not,

as industry is to-day, a duality. Worse, a warring
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duality. There can, obviously, be no unity duringthe
continuance of the wage system.
And so wereturnto oursearch for brainsessential

to function. Brains hard to find in a system septic to
death with the falsities and cruelties of profiteering.
To appreciate the type of mind requisite to the

dischargeoffunctional duties it were well, perhaps, to
recall our definition of function. It is the method or
process necessary to secure the economicstability of
the community. And since this is essential to the
well-being of the nation, it follows that function,
being the material instrument, must take priority
over all other interests. Nothing must stand in its
way.
From the ploughing to the harvest, from the

shearing to the weaving, from the mining to the
foundry, andin all stages to the consumer,it is the
things that count far above pieces of moneyorbits
of paper. Function knows only the realities; the
forms that surround those realities are of minor
significance. Function comesintoits kingdom when

- economicscarcity dies. And deadit surelyis.
Yet another aspect of this problem maybe noted.

There are many trades and occupations of doubtful
economic value. Merely because some business
brings in a profit, it by no meansfollows that such
a business adds to our economic strength. It may
be the exact contrary; the profits thus secured might
have been diverted from betteruses. Function, with
its mandate to ensure and improve our economic
position, mustscrutinize closely every claim of every
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business even to exist. Bond Street may go; orit

may be extended to every shopping centre in the

country.

Confronted with problems such as these, “busi-

ness brains” would wilt and shrivel. Obviously a new

type of administrator must be called to authority.

Hewill have no interests to serve save only those of

his function, to whichhe will be as faithful as a priest

to his church, a soldier to his army, a policeman to

his force. Hewill represent a unity and not a duality.

Hewill be oneof a fellowship, chosen by his fellow-

ship, and recalled, if needs must, by the same fellow-

ship. His salary will be reasonable, but not so large

as socially to separate him from his colleagues. In

addition to an expert knowledge of his work, he

must know how to deal with his fellows. He will

have responsibility, but he must know how to be-

have in conference. Not only in conference with his

immediate colleagues but with his opposite numbers

in a dozen other functional groups. He will estab-

lish his position, not by domineering, not by discreet

co-operation with the ranks higher up, but by a

wise understanding of the possibilities of functional

organization.



CHAPTER VIII

MOTIVE

Mortve is the urge in us towards what we want.
There are many other definitions, doubtless more
scholarly or more scientific; but I like my ownbest.
The question is: what do we want? It will be found
that the community, throughits individualcitizens,
wants everything, from an occasional “‘binge’’ to the
satisfaction of high and noble ambition. There is a
little, harmless man downthe road who dreamsof a
first prize for pansies at the local fower show. The
farmers all round meare given to bloodstock. They
conscientiously farm, but they spend time and
money on horses andcattle that will some day bring
homea blue or yellow ribbon from the ‘‘Royal”’ or
the “Bath and West”. I know a railway clerk who
“scorns delights and lives laborious days” studying
finance. He is determined to write a classic on the
subject. In myvillage is a splendidly built young
man who meansto be the referee at the Cup Final.
Another young man I know wants to get into a
motor car works. Not for commercial reasons, but
because he is fascinated by the mechanism. Myself,
when young, was determined to play “‘soccer” for
Ireland and lead a proletarian revolt. I fondly

G
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pictured various capitalist magnates daintily dangling
from a row of lamp-posts. Sweetness and light
nicely spiced with bloodthirstiness. This latter strain
came, I suspect, from Grimm’s Fairy Tales.

Most of us have mixed motives. Thus, a man
may say that the great thing he wants he can’t
have; therefore he will strive for the next best

which he can have, if he bends himself to the task.
The finer type aims high and won’t lower his
target.

Did not he magnify the mind, show clear
Just what it all meant?

He would not discountlife, as fools do here,
Paid by instalment.

It is in these mixed motives, particularly the almost
universal willingness to accept the second best, that
our rulers, not forgetting literary tapers and tad-

poles, find some kind of balance and trend and
so order our lives and their circulations. We
may be sure, or darkness has for ever closed upon
us, that, as we evolve a sane economy, so will our

desires and ambitions rise in vision and quality.

For the more secure our economic position, the

greater the chance of our men and womentorealize

the best, happily no longer content with the second

best. Our hungers, our wishes, our ambitions, are

conditioned by the vicissitudes of life. In sheer

physical scarcity, human nature may manifestitself
in no alluring light; in the plenitude of a common

wealth we may discover that man is only a little
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lower than the angels and crowned with glory and
honour. Whilst we applaud a man who hasrisen
—‘‘risen from the ranks” is the usual phrase—we

treat an obviously ambitious man with considerable
suspicion. To show ambition is regarded as a mild
form of exhibitionism. In history andliterature the
word takes on an almost sinister meaning, something
implacable, without conscience, or consideration, or
memory. “Lowliness,” said Brutus of Cesar, “is
young ambition’s ladder,

Whereto the climber-upward turnshis face;

But when he onceattains the upmost round,
Hethen unto the ladder turnshis back,
Looks in the clouds, scorning the base degrees
By whichhedid ascend.

On the other hand, an unselfish ambition—Wilber-
force and slavery, for example—is not regarded as
an ambition, but as a mission. It seems as though a
mission comes from God and an ambition from
the Devil. We are—forgive us—as quick to thwart
the one as the other.

I think it probable that our habit of tripping up
the man of ambition or the man with a mission is
rooted in the struggle for existence. It is a symptom
of scarcity. We fear the ambitious man may lead
us into a danger which will hurt us and benefit him,
whilst the man with a mission mayseriously injure
important interests to our loss. All of which, in
given circumstances, is true. But the question must
be answered whether, in new circumstances, with
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scarcity a scare of the past, with our economy and
our culture built on a new visionoflife, ambition will
not itself be purified and all missions confined to the
spiritual activities. If a man wants a thing greatly,
there need then be no reason why we should not help
him. For instead of climbing on our backs to our
loss, the man’s new achievements, new discoveries,
new adventures mustall redound to our gain. This is
as true in the functional sphere as in thecultural.
From the functional point of view, with things

as they are, it is not the ambitious man who is
to be feared, but rather the complacent, contented
man. The problemis how to stir him into conscious-
ness oflife’s realities, into some understanding of
how near we are to the abyss. It is this quiet man,
with a small bank balance, who grows a small family,
in a small house, and potatoes and cabbages in a
small garden, who is the object of admiration and
flattery from the present possessing and ruling
classes. And, equally, the quiet man without a bank
balance or a house and garden, whofeels and does
not think his way through life. These are the outer
defences of the existing order. To-day, the only
ambition worth pursuit is to carry the fiery cross
through both suburbia and slumland.

There is another type which must not be over-
looked. There are ambitions or desires honourable
in themselves which urge on men and womenirre-
spective of their industrial or financial position. But
because they have these ambitions, they keep an
exceedingly shrewd eye upon their economic interests.
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Unlike the small man with the small garden, they
are always on the alert. As who would say: “I know
the meaning of the economic struggle, and I’ll bear
my share; but I want musicor literature or athletics
or travel, or I have a religious mission. To do these
things I want all I can get, and I mean to support
everything that strengthens the economicposition”.
This type, in fact, represents the majority of the
workers, whether in the counting-house or the work-
shop. Whilst, therefore, within the functional
jurisdiction, the organization of the personnel must
provide the ladder for all who have ambitionstorise
in the functional hierarchy, what ultimately counts
mostis to provide the meansandleisure for all men
and womenofactive mind and habit. An industrious
community is a healthy community, butits interests
properly extend far beyond workshop and factory.
What was written twenty years ago in National
Guilds is equally true now:

It is doubtful whether the majority of mankind re-
gard their means oflivelihood as the main concern of
life. “They would fain work that they maylive; wagery
compels them to live that they may work. The pre-
occupations, practical and spiritual, of bare subsistence
benumb faculties and aspirations of incalculable value.
It is impossible to move amongst even the mostpoorly
paid wage-slaves without encountering signs of genius,
of thought, of artistic or literary or religious cravings.
Wehaye written it before, but it bears constant repeti-
tion: the case for democracyis thatit is the inexhaustible
well from which the nation draws its resources, human,
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economic,social, spiritual. All these are comprehended
in democracy, and only in democracy. It is the ground
out of which fructifies the seed of national life. The
case against the wage system is that it starves the ground
—‘‘lets it run down” to use an agricultural term. If
this be so, does it not follow that any economic reforma-
tion of society that gives ample scope to the endlessly
varied and kaleidoscopic motives, ambitions, and cravings
of the mass rather than of the favoured few will best
harmonize with motive, enriching that democracy which

is the fountain ofnationallife?

This chapter brings me to the end of the theo-
retical aspect of function. Theoretical, not philoso-

phic. Yet I would like to leave with my readers a
truly philosophic concept. Itis Benedetto Croce who
has the last word:

Every form of the practical activity, be it as poor and

rudimentary as you like (and let as many classes and

gradations as you will be formed), presupposes knowledge
of some sort. In animals too? will be asked. In animals,

too, providedthey be, and in sofar as they are centres of

life, and so of perceptions and of will. This is also true

of vegetables and of minerals, always with the above

hypothesis. We must banish every form of aristocracy

from the Philosophy of the Practical, as we have ban-

ished it from the Aesthetic, from Logic, from Historic,

esteeming it most harmful to the proper understanding

of those activities. The aristocratic illusion is closely

allied to that one which makes us believe that we, shut

up in the egoism of our empirical individuality, are alone

aware ofthe truth, that we alone feel the beautiful, that

wealone know how to love. But reality 1s democratic.



CHAPTER IX

LUXURY

I have had occasion to ask whether, in future,

Bond Street would be abolished or extended to

every town in the kingdom. In other words, how
would a functional society deal with the appetitive

industries? “Industries” is the right word. 1 was

recently told that the British are now beating both

the French and Americans in the manufacture of

cosmetics—face powder, lipstick, rouge, and the

several gadgets deemed necessary to feminine adorn-
ment. It is not for me to inquire why British women
should transform their well-complexioned cheeks
into spotted chamois leather; the point is that this

particular trade runs into many millions and an
amazing tonnage. I remember, too, a voyage I once
took in a twenty-ton schooner from Vera Cruz to
Cartagena. The only British products prominently
advertised were somebody’s “Old Tom” gin and
somebody else’s lager beer. They blared their exis-
tence at every vantage point down the whole coast.
One wonders whether the untutored Carib or Maya
pictures Great Britain as a vast brewery and dis-
tillery.
Any sanely organized people must, sooner or
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later, appraise the economic effects of its luxury
trades; but the issue here raised cuts at the roots of
national existence. Forit is the spiritual quality of
life that is imperilled. Our problem,therefore, is not
primarily economic, but vitally concerns public
policy. And since, by hypothesis, that is an affair
of the political chamber,it becomes a political prob-
lem of the first magnitude, any political decision
reached being loyally accepted by the economic or
functional authority. A little serious thought in-
stantly convinces us that the moral import of un-
restrained luxury would compel us, as a people, to
choose between a life of simplicity, of self-denial, of
plain living and high thinking,or life softened by
luxury, by vice, by transient enjoyment. Disre-
garding Utopia or our occasional urge towards
Arcadia we are, even to-day, invited to choose be-
tween the vision of Mr. de Valera, who would gladly
see Ireland revert to a medieval simplicity under the
religious guidance of Mother Church, and any
phaseoflife we may fancy down to Tyre and Sidon,
whose vices were virtues compared with the fruitful
land of Scobellum, whose inhabitants ‘exceeded the
cannibals for cruelty, the Persians for pride, the
Egyptians for luxury, the Cretans for lying, the
Germans for drunkenness, and all nations for a
generality of vices.”

That evil flows out of unrestrained luxury can
hardly be doubted; but we must not assume, without
good reason, that luxuryis, in itself, a vice and the
primrose path to decadence. Weare, perhaps, too
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apt to judge it summarily because of its historic
associations. There are, of course, luxuries and

luxuries. I certainly would not condemn a man for

preferring a silk to a hair shirt. In my boyhood’s
days, in the North of Ireland, I had frequently on
rising to break theice in the water-jug ; to-day we use

warm water and think nothing of it. Life was harder
fifty years ago, and no doubt we of that generation

were ourselves hardened. But the death-rate was

higher. To-day, I find myself enjoying what the
gods have bestowed to a degree that mustsurely dis-
turb my Quaker ancestors, unless, as 1 hope, they

now have more enchanting preoccupations. Wecan,
in fact, go through a whole gamut of modern com-
forts and luxuries that ease or even enrich life. Our
business is so to govern our instincts and appetites
that luxury shall not enervate when ourdestinycalls
for physical vigour and moralresilience.

Thereis, at the present time, an easy optimism in
regard to luxury which is surely disquieting. It is
based on the growing delusion thatthis is the age of
plenty. Therefore, so runs the argument, why not
enjoy the good things that plenty brings? Who are
we, again we hear the wearisomechorus,to pick and
choose? Let everyone have what he most desires;
there’s enough for all. Apart from the obvious fact
that there is a long distance to traverse between the
conquest of economic scarcity and the social distri-
bution of plenty, this bastard Hedonism mayeasily
defeat itself. It pictures our land flowing with milk
and honey. That we can have too much ofit never
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occurs to its advocates. They should remember
Friar Laurence’s advice to Romeo:

“These violent delights have violent ends,
Andin their triumphdie; like fire and powder,
Whichas they kiss consume; the sweetest honey

Is loathsomein its own deliciousness,
Andin the taste confounds the appetite.”

The more that plenty comes within our grasp,
the greater our responsibility that it be well spent.
And no small part of that responsibility is that we
shall, personally and as a community, always dis-
tinguish the essentialsof life from its allurements and
conventional amenities.

There is one obvious difficulty in discussing
luxury: whatever criticisms we make must be
directed to the middle and upper classes. To sug-
gest that the wage-earners indulge in any kind of
luxury would be gross hypocrisy. Wages are not
based on luxury but necessity. Cinemas and other
amusements are, in capitalist policy, as necessary as
bread and circuses in ancient Rome—they ensure
some measure of contentment. Even so, the problem
of luxury has its bearing upon working-class life.
Ruskin long since remarked upon the disposition of
the wage-earners to imitate the habits of the possess-
ing classes. What matters is that a new idealism
shall prevail before plenty arrives. If capitalist
ideology is in the hearts of the workers, we may be
sure that, when opportunity serves, the workers will

act upon that ideology and,likely enough, better the
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instruction. All the more reason, therefore, for a

clear perspective as we move towards economic eman-
cipation. There is a current phrase, “The best ts

good enough for us.” Is the best vulgarity good
enough for us?

Without labouring the subject further, we may
draw some general conclusions. There are luxuries
that create or minister to the baser appetites. They
leave a longtrain of self-indulgences, vicious habits

and moral degradation. The sanctuary of life is
defiled; nothing remains but to flee from the wrath

to come. But there are other luxuries that mark the
advance ofcivilization. Thefine arts, for example.

In this sense, the connotation of the word changes.
A luxuryis frequently defined as indulgence in what
is unnecessary; but a luxury may be, and frequently
is, a beautiful thing whose cost defies our purse. If,
with added means, we acquire it, we are richer, and
not poorer; we are morally the gainers; our social
value is enhanced. Andthere are luxuries that can
only be secured by the community and communally
enjoyed. Under our second definition, there are
thousands of commodities, the work ofartists and
craftsmen, which in the new order of society should
easily be within the reach ofall of us. To-day we
regard them as luxuries; to-morrow they are ne-
cessities. They may be anything from a picture, a
piece of furniture, a book, to a motor-car or a journey
round the world. The final test of a luxury is its
physical or cultural effect.
We may now inquire what are the probable
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political and functional reactions to luxury as a
principle and to articles of luxury? Let usfirst recall
the main argument. The political chamber, the
House of Commons, being responsible for public
policy, can declare and enforce any law touching
conduct. The functional chamber, the House of
Industry, is responsible for giving economic effect to
public policy. If, for example, the House of Com-
monsshould declare that any particular commodity
is socially undesirable, the House of Industry must
withdraw it from the market, whatever the economic
disturbance. But we have also discovered that the
new political economy mustno longer be built upon
effective but upon natural demand: upon social and
personal needs. In practice this means that our
economic programmemustfirst compass the primary
needs of the whole community. After that the less
urgent needs, and so up the scale to what we would
now regard as luxuries. And there is no reason to
suppose that the whole programmecould noteasily
be accomplished with ampleleisure to spare.

If, now, we regard luxury as a possible political
issue, in which the production ofarticles of luxuryis
involved, we can see how thepolitical and functional
chambers must co-operate. It will be found, I
anticipate, that, since the elimination of debasing
luxuries and habits is fundamentally a problem of
education, and, further, as the British people will
never consent to be dragooned, a great moral and in-
tellectual struggle would ensue. Cutting across this
struggle, we should encounter in a new aspect the
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eternal conflict between Apollo and Dionysos. A
new and paradoxical aspect; for we may find the
rebellious children of Dionysos imposing order and
decency upon the complacent devotees of Apollo.
For my part, when this magnificent political question
arises, I shall lead a party of one pledged to the
Spartan habit and the Stoic mind.



CHAPTER X

CAPTTAT

I
Tue modern conception of capital, expressing itself
universally in terms of money, is too remote from
reality, too fantastic, to warrant critical acceptance.
The astronomical figures upon which modern Capit-
alism bases its claims are, on serious examination,
found to be an aggregation of false and evanescent
values. The fact that most capital values to-day are
founded on earning capacity, and not upon any
rational or fixed relation to assets, effectually
destroys current valuations as a reliable guide to any
future compensation when commercial values are
absorbed in functional use. It has not yet dawned
upon the vast majority of Socialists that capital, as
now understood, disappears with the capitalist sys-
tem. The stupendous amount, expressed in cur-
rency, now debited to capital account can have no
economic relation to the values created by a func-
tional society from which capital charges have been
eliminated. It is the simple truth that our industrial

power, released from capital or financial control,is,
in any given period—say a year—fully equal to
what we call capital expenditure by the issue of
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industrial or communal credit and without calling

for one pennyofcapital.

ARTIFICIAL CAPITAL

The wide abyss between existing nominal capital
and the functional value of our assets grows ever
wider and deeper andis the logical development of
finance-capital. I am perhaps alone in my opinion
that this is less the child of the great industry than
of the joint stock acts. But whether post hoc or
propier hoc matters little; the fact remains that our
visible assets are not commensurate with the present
sum total of capital stated in terms of money. Itis
not that ourassets have shrunk; capital has expanded
on the shifting foundation of earning capacity. We
are all familiar with the process. A business upon
which £5,000 has been spent—building, machinery,
and, perhaps, even goodwill—becomes a great
success, earning, say, 100 per cent. When the
money marketis ripe, the capital expands to £50,000,
the valueof the assets remaining constant. The most
striking instance of this, in recent years, would
probably bethe torrential watering of cotton capital
underthedirection of the late James White. He was
reputed to be a millionaire; he committed suicide
rather than face his creditors. Asfor capital values in
the textile trade, where are they now? Function, of
course, cannot recognize any claim for capital in ex-
cess of functional or use values.

Unless we grasp the meaning ofthis refusal to
recognize artificial capital values, we shall be caught
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and destroyed either on Scylla or Charybdis. In
plain terms, either by State Capitalism, disguised as
State Socialism, or by Fascism. It is at least curious
that these two schools of thought are ominously
agreed on the preservation of present capital values.
Wenow know the mechanism ofthe Italian Corpor-
ative State, which has definitely embedded in its
constitution the powers andlegal rights of capitalism
together with the indefinite continuation of the wage
system. All the elaborate scheme of corporate
representation does not alter that fundamental fact
by jot or tittle. In like manner, the Labour Party at
the Hastings Conference, almost, if not quite, com-
mitted itself to the purchase of bank shares at market

prices. It is true that, in response to my protest, Mr.

‘Lansbury, on behalf of the Executive, undertook to

reconsider this proposal; but, asit stands, the Labour

Party, when it comes into power, is committed to

socialize the “Big Five’ at market prices. Their

present shares, in financial jargon “paid up”, stand
at the nominal price of £64,715,000, with reserves

£44,750,000. But these so-called “paid-up” shares

do not represent cash butthe price of amalgamations.

Probably £25,000,000 would more than cover their

original capital. As I write, the market value of

those shares is rather less than £220,000,000. With

any prospect of State purchase, it would rise to

£300,000,000. Imagine the sameprocessofartificial

capitalization running all through our industrial

system! No functional society would or could

recognize any equity in such swollen claims. Should
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the Labour Party, with these facts staring it in the

face, proceed on thelines indicated, the final judg-
mentwill be that it was guilty of levity or cynicism.
Norwill all the financial magic in the world dissolve

the burden. Finance will be triumphant.

ADAM SMITH AND THE CREATION OF WEALTH

These considerations compel a careful inquiry

into the nature ofcapital. The best definition known

to me is Irving Fisher’s. Revenue is regarded as a

continual flow of services, whilst capital is defined

as total wealth existing at one particular moment

from which these services flow out. If our capital
money and currency accurately represent that total
wealth, then we have a complete functional defin-
ition. And all that remains is to utilize our total

wealth—our real wealth—by the issue of credit
precisely adequate to the maintenance of our in-
dustrial processes, and never in excess of our total
wealth. That and no more. Forthereis no security
in any piece of paper or metal disc which has notits
counterpart in material wealth. We can, however,
better understand our problem if we go back to the
father of political economy. Adam Smith has long
since sunk from view behind the mountainous prob-
lems of modern industry; but he had the enormous
advantage over his successors in that he saw the
creation of wealth undistracted by its subsequent
extraneous growths: saw wealth in its nudity. He
died in 1790, with the great industry looming up
before him.

H
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PRIVATE VICES PUBLIC BENEFITS

We might perhaps diverge at this point to note
one of the curiosities of economic history, of special
interest to those who now stress the advent of the
age of plenty. Not only was their general theory
of leisure anticipated in the early days of the eigh-
teenth century, but Adam Smith was himself
definitely influenced. It isa queer story. In 1714, a
doctor named Bernard de Mandeville published a
poem under the title of The Fable of the Bees: or
Private Vices Public Benefits. ‘The main theme was
that civilization is the outcome, notof the virtues of
mankind, but of the vices; that the desire for well-
being, comfort, luxury, and the pleasures of life
arises from our natural wants. It is an apo/ogia for
the natural man anda criticism of the virtuous. The
book created a sensation and was seized by order of
the French Government, which apparently was

composed of virtuous rather than natural men.
Obviously a dangerous book if read by the hoz
pollot. Nevertheless, Smith was greatly impressed
and devoted considerable space to de Mandeville in
his Theory of Moral Sentiments. He reproaches de
Mandeville, not for his arguments, buthis definitions:

denies that tastes and desires are vices: sees nothing
blameworthy in such things. In the course of time,

Smith, perhaps unconsciously, adopts de Mande-

ville’s main contention. It is personal interest, not a

vice if an inferior virtue, that leads society to well-
being and prosperity. A nation’s wealth, says Adam
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Smith, in agreement with de Mandeville,is the result

of natural instinct, which may notitself be virtuous

but is bestowed upon us by Providence for the

realization of ends beyond our ken.

LIBERAL POPE

Now the significance of Adam Smith’s conceptions

of labour andcapital is not that they are of enduring
truth but that they were expressed at the formative

period of the great industry. We must remember

that he was not only the father of political economy

but the Pope of the approaching Libertarian age.

His disciples are found even to-day; during his own

and the next two generations he was the Master.
It was Schmoller, I think, who said that, after his

death, political economysuffered from anemia. His
contemporaries and successors might criticize this or

that, but they were agreed that the main structure

stood. In essentials, his is the political economyofthe
nineteenth century. Weall know that his concep-
tion of labour is stated in terms that seem hope-
lessly at variance with his conception of capital.
His critics have not been slow to point to what they
regard as contradictions. I do not take that view;
they are really the logical antinomies inherent in the

economic life of his time. The opening sentence
of his Wealth of Nations is as famousas the opening
lines of Paradise Lost: “The annual labour of every
nation is the fund which originally supplies it with
all the necessaries and conveniencesof life which it
annually consumes, and which consists alwayseither
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in the immediate produce of that labour or in whatis
purchased with that produce from other nations’’.
This has been ten thousand times paraphrased into
“labouris the source of wealth”. It is human activity
and notthe naturalforces (he is subconsciously reply-
ing to the Physiocrats) which produces the mass of
commodities consumed every year. Without labour’s
directing energies the latter would remain useless
and fruitless. All work has a claim to be regardedas
productive. The nation owes something to everyone
whotoils. There is no need for the distinction be-
tweenthe sterile and productive classes; only the idle
are sterile.

WORKSHOP LESSONS

Did space permit, I might quote scores of pass-
ages all in the same vein. He sees wealth ever in-
creasing with the division of labour. The nation
is a vast workshop, where the labour of each, how-
ever diverse in character, adds to the wealth ofall.
It is in his first chapter where he pictures this vast
workshop in terms of human labour. This division
of labour bringsin its train the natural combination
of economic efforts which produces ‘“‘the national
dividend’’—a term now used in a different sense.
There is his famous description of the manu-
facture of pins. He sumsup the gainsresulting from
the division of labour—rememberthat the book was
published in 1776—as (i) the greater dexterity
acquired by the workman when kept to a single
task; (11) economyof time achieved in avoiding con-
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stant change of occupation; and (iii) the inventions

and improvements suggested to men absorbed in one
kind ofwork. A touch here of economic idealism and
not without striking instances. Smith knew about
Hargreaves and Arkwright, whose spinning jenny
(1765) and water frame (1767) were the inventions
of practical spinners, whilst James Watt, who
patented his steam engine in 1769, actually con-

structed it in the precincts of Glasgow University.
But Smith pondered other aspects of his problem. In
Book Vhe writes:

The man whose whole life is spent in performing a
few simple operations, of which the effects too are,

perhaps, always the same, or very nearly the same, has
no occasion to exert his understanding, or to exercise
his invention in finding out expedients for removing
difficulties which never occur. Henaturally loses, there-
fore, the habit of such exertion, and generally becomes
as stupid and ignorant as it is possible for a human

creature to become.

Our great economist and Libertarian potentate is
puzzled. He sees nothing for it but some form of
State education: he discovers that industry cannot
alone feed the soul. Culture, however rudimentary,is
essential to intellectual and moral health. So essen-
tial is it that the arch-apostle of /aissez faire calls in
the State!

This is one of the contradictions upon which
Adam Smith’scritics seized. But there is no con-
tradiction. The complex of the workshop yields
many truths: teaches many lessons. It is when we
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come to Smith’s argument for capital that we dis-

cover his helplessness in reconciling the claims of
capital and labour.

II

INSTITUTIONS GROW LIKE TOPSY

Having broken away from the class economy of
his time, and pictured Great Britain as a vast work-

shop with labour its dominant factor, having stated
this with such sympathy and insight that he was, in

a later generation, described as the father of Social-

ism, we now meet Adam Smith as the apologist of

capital. We must understand Smith’s approach to
these problems. His underlying theory is the
spontaneity of economicinstitutions. They are “not

originally the effect of any human wisdom, which
foresees and intends that general opulence to which

it gives occasion”. To Smith, therefore, capitalism

is not a pre-determined, rational system, but a
phenomenon. Howevertrue it may bethat labouris

the source of wealth, that ‘Labour, therefore, is the

real measure of the exchangeable value of all com-

modities’’, “‘the real price of everything, what every-

thing really costs to the man who wantsto acquireit,

is the time and trouble of acquiring it’’—surely

Marx might have written this notwithstanding his

criticism of it—nevertheless, we must reckon with

this phenomenon of capital. It was Smith who first

enunciated the theory that capital comes from

savings. ‘The industry of society can augment only

in proportion as its capital augments, and its capital
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can augmentonly in proportion to what can gradually

be saved out of its revenue.’’ And, forgetting or

ignoring his opening affirmation: “capital is the true

source of economiclife . . . capital fertilizes the earth,

whereas the labour of man simply leaves it a weary

waste”. So we come to his maxim “the general

industry of the society never can exceed what

the capital of the society can employ”. John Stuart

Mill condensed this into “Industry is limited by
capital’.

If, as Smith argued, capital is savings—‘“the

principle which prompts to save is the desire of

bettering our condition, a desire which, though

generally calm and dispassionate, comes with us

from the womb and neverleaves ustill we go into

the grave’’—his opinion of the commercial world of

his time was certainly not flattering. The interests

of the traders and manufacturers are “‘never exactly

the same with that of the public’”’; they have “gener-

ally an interest to deceive and even to oppress the

public, and who accordingly have, on many oc-

casions, both deceived and oppressed it”; “our

merchants and master-manufacturers complain much

of the bad effects of high wages in raising the price

and therebylessening the sale of their goods both at
home and abroad. They say nothing concerning the
bad effects of high profits. They are silent with
regard to the pernicious effects of their own gains.

They complain only of those of other people”. Yet
more significant: ““Whenever the legislature at-

tempts to regulate the differences between masters
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and their workmen, its counsellors are always the
masters. When the regulation, therefore, is in
favour of the workmen,it is always just and equit-
able; but it is sometimes otherwise whenin favour of
the masters”. ‘The truth is that Smith could not dis-
avow his economic man, however muchhedisliked
him, and however much herespondedto the natural
man in the Fable des Abeilles.

Although never specific as to the proportionate
allocation of capital, whether ‘‘fixed” or ‘“‘circu-
lating” (the “constant” or “variable” capital of
Marx), we may reasonably infer that by far the
larger proportion would be constant. Thatis capital
spent on machinery and equipment. If this be so,
then we have a clueto his dictum that “capital limits
industry”, which otherwise might read “‘shortage of
equipmentlimits industry”. It is certain that never
in his wildest dreams did he imagine an industrial
system drenched, if not drowned,in finance-capital,
as is the case with us. Poor opinion thoughheheld of
the capitalists of his day, what scorn would he have
poured on a system, impersonal, all pervading and
powerful, which now has mankind underits golden
heel? Nevertheless, we cannot explain away the
apparent contradictions in his views upon labour and
capital except upon the hypothesis of a logical anti-
nomy—a clash of two indisputable yet opposing
truths. But it is in that clash we see the first faint
intimation of a class struggle, culminating in Russia
in a class war, in the struggle of economic groups in
other countries, perhaps inevitable, assuredlytragic.
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From the formative period of the Industrial
Revolution, represented by Adam Smith, we must
travel with all speed to the middle period, repre-
sented by Karl Marx. Only Ricardo intervenes;
and we cannot ignore him. Over the general range
of economic subjects he does not greatly differ from
Smith, and those differences, however important,
need not detain us; but Ricardo’s law of rent has had
far-reaching consequencesandtheyclearly affect our
conception of capital. We all know the powerful
influence which the Physiocratic doctrine exercised
upon Smith—an influence which he found rather
disturbing. Upon land and agriculture he wasreally
at one with Quesnay and his followers. Throughall
his work there is that reverence for land, the very
base of the Physiocratic teaching. The land, we may
remember,is alleged to possess a quality denied to
industry: it brings with it the co-operation of nature.
It had becomeanarticle offaith, if not of superstition.
The idea was certainly comforting to the landlord
class, who foundinit further proofthat they belonged
to a superior order. That special touch of Nature’s
regard made them slightly uppish. Ricardo, an
intellectual and financial magnate, with a shrewd eye
for reality, shattered the whole fondillusion with
savage power. Is rent the consequence of the co-
operation, the prodigality, of nature? Nonsense, he
replied, rent implies the avarice and notthe liberality
of nature. Thefertility of the earth has nothing to do
with rent. In a newly-founded colony, for example,
land yields no rent, howeverfertile, if the quantity of
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land be in excess of the demand. “For no one would
pay for the use of land when there was an abundant
quantity not yet appropriated.” Rent appears “when
the progress of population calls into cultivation land
of an inferior quality or less advantageouslysituated”’.
He makes a cryptic remark upon rent: “It is a
creation of value, not of wealth’. But what did he
mean by value?

Never in the history of economic doctrine did a
theory cause such ferment and anger. The land-
owning class, with all its parasitic sycophants, was
shocked; it was not heresy, it was blasphemy. I
am no Ricardian; I think that Carey, the American
economist, at least argues a better case; but from

Ricardo descended a progeny of ideas upon land
tenure, many still alive and fruitful. James Mill,

father of John Stuart Mill, became a convert, subse-

quently influencing his son. His energies were turned
to land nationalization. Henry George went to the
same spring and we know how pre-occupied was

Marx with Ricardo. Moreover, we may gently re-

mark that, when agriculture enters a functional

society, it will be not with a nimbus of physiocratic

mumbo-jumbo,but ofscience andservice.

Yet another group—the Socialists in general and

the Guild Socialists in particular—went to Ricardo,

not for inspiration but for ammunition. For no-

where else is the wage contract described with such

stark brutality—so brutal that only a gentle soul

could have writtenit.
Jacques Necker, the rich partner in the house of
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Thelusson, French Finance Minister, and father of

Madame de Staél, in one of his post-revolution

tracts, wrote: ‘Were it possible to discover a kind
of food less agreeable than bread but having double

its sustenance, people would then be reduced to

eating but once in two days’. It would be difficult
to state “the bare sustenance” theory with more

graphic force; but whereas Necker was hypothetical,

Ricardo wasrealistic. Read this: “The natural price

of labour is that price which is necessary to enable
the labourers one with another to subsist and to

perpetuate their race without either increase or

diminution”. Ricardo was in frequent correspon-

dence with Malthus, with whom helargely agreed.

“There is no means of improving the lot of the
worker except by limiting the numberofhis children.
His destiny is in his own hands.” Both regretfully
admitted that “moral restraint’? was not effective;

they did not then talk of birth control.
Eyen though Ricardo blew to atoms the necro-

mantic claims of landlordism, theoretically placing

them on the samelevel as other occupations, he was
not forward in pressing home his own logic. He
admits—or suggests—that rent is properly a subject
for special taxation. But as things were, andlikely
to remain in his day, the landlord could with im-
punity exact his rent. And this rent is a matter of
indifference to the proletarian, for whilst his money
wages may move in sympathy with theprice of corn,
his real wages remain the same. In effect, Ricardo
says: the landlord seizes whatever surplus there may
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be over the cost of production, then says to capitalist
and worker that they can divide what remains. As
to that, wages can only rise at the expenseofprofits.
There is, and must be, a class struggle, which is my
inference and not Ricardo’s. How does hevisualize
it? “For as soon as wages should be equal to the
whole receipts of the former, there must be an end to
accumulation; for no capital can then yield any profit
whatever, and no additional labour can be demanded,
and consequently population will have reached its
highest point.” This lame and impotent conclusion
reminds us of John Stuart Mill’s famous passage in
which he pictures the ultimate effect of the law of
diminishing returns: “the river of humanlife will
eventually be lost in the sea of stagnation”. We
of this generation have a more enduring faith; other
vistas open before us.

RENT AND ECONOMIC VALUE

Twofurther issues of gravity flow out of Ricardo.
He brings down rent from its mystical eminence
to the level of any other economic factor. But does
not our whole conception of rent change in conse-
quence? Rightly understood, is it not in fact the
economic power, legally enforced, exercised by one
man over another? Is not any other economic power,
backed by law or custom, equally a rent? I must
buy bread; the baker charges a profit. I am in
desperate need of an operation; the surgeon charges
a fee. If there is an abundanceof land, the economic
power of rent diminishes, perhaps disappears; if
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there is an abundanceof bread, the economic power
of the baker likewise goes; if surgery is universally at

our disposal, the surgeon’s fee or rent shrinks to
small proportions. With the conquest of scarcity,
plenty brings a long train ofnew economicprinciples.

Finally, we cannot leave Ricardo without thought
of economicvalue.
When I was a very young man, William Morris

said to me in his terse way: ““Find out value”. A
little later, I repeated this to H. M. Hyndman. He
stroked his beard for a moment and then said:
“Odd, isn’t it? that it requires an artist to put his
finger on the weak spot in all political economy”.
Certainly Ricardo knew it. In his correspondence
with his friend and disciple, McCulloch, he writes:
“T am not satisfied with the explanation which I
have given of the principles which regulate value.
I wish a more able pen would undertakeit”. Three
years later and two years before his death, to the
same correspondent and on the theory of value:
“Both of us have failed”. The Knights hadfailed to
find the Holy Grail.

Our economists have failed because they could
not dissociate value from supply and demand from
effective demand. Adam Smith, Ricardo, and Marx,
all alike. Condillac, the French philosopher, comes
nearest the truth: “But since the value of things is
based upon need it is natural that a more keenly
felt need should endow things with greater value,
while a less urgent need endows them with less.
Value increases with scarcity and diminishes with
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plenty. In case of plenty it may even disappear; a
superabundant good will be valueless if one has no
use for it”. With scarcity gone, what remainsofthat
definition? The first sentence; for, unlike the other
definitions, it comprehendsnatural as distinct from
effective demand.

Il

KARL MARX

To gain a true perspective of the growth of econ-
omic thought in regard to capitalist development, it

may be well to keep in mind some dates. Adam
Smith was born in 1723 and died in 1790. The
Wealth of Nations was published in 1776. Ricardo
was born in 1772 and died in 1823. His Principles
of Political Economy was published in 1817. Karl
Marx was born in 1818 and died in 1883. The first
volume of Das Kapital appeared in 1867, the second
and third volumes coming after his death in 1885
and 1894. hey were published by Engels. As a
matter of interest but of no consequence we may
note that both Ricardo and Marx were Jews turned
Christian; but the overlapping of the ages of these

three is more than interesting: it is significant. For

the periods they represented and reflected equally

overlapped. And the economic continuity thus im-
plied is, almost with scientific precision, disclosed in

their writing. How manyare there whorealize that

Marx’s whole argument is grounded upon the classi-

cal tradition? We may affirm that had there been
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no Ricardo, there would have been no Marx. Since,
too, economic development proceeded apace, all
unconscious of Marx, it is possible that, had there
been no Marx, the Socialist movement would have
equally responded, without him, to the needs,
necessities and oppressions of the period. As a
matter of fact, Marx’s analysis of Capitalism, pro-
foundly stirring though it was, had already been,
rationally or instinctively, grasped by the working-
class movement in Europe and especially in Great
Britain. Indeed, the case for State Socialism had
been stated by Dupont-White, and Rodbertus had
published his theory concerning the development of
governmental organs to meet the needs of higher
social development. Nevertheless, Marx dominated
the minds of vast masses of men, moreby his inten-
sity than by his theory. It is not his dialectic that
stirs us; we are led captive by a prophet anda seer.
Wehaveit on Biblical authority that, on occasion,

“the prophet preacheth lies”—a fact well known in
racing circles; accordingly, it were prudent on our
part to test the word of the prophet. On the theo-
retical side, Marx is knownto usfor his theory of
surplus labour and surplus value and for the con-
centration or appropriation of capital. It is the
fashion nowadays to brush aside these theories as
long since discarded. For my part, I do not regard
them as theories but as statements of economic
conditions subsisting in the time of Marx. Without
arguing the meaning of “‘value’’, surplus value, as
Marx used the term, was a fact and not a theory.
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Asfor “surplus labour”, it is surely as obviousto-day

as it was then. The curious thing about Marx is

that he appears to regard the commodity valuation

of labour (upon which his argument is based) as
inevitable in any economic system. His solution was

State Socialism, the continuance of the wage system

being predicated.

It is when he discusses capital as such that Marx

is most suggestive—and most deceptive. He trans-

forms the old ““Wage Fund” into what he calls

“variable capital”. This variable capital is the

financial pool out of which labour is paid. The

money that goes into machinery, tools and equip-

ment, hecalls “constant capital”. He follows Adam

Smith in essentials with a change of names. The

most devoted follower must recognize that Marx

cannot be sure whether the surplus is earned by

constant or variable capital, or in what proportions.

Since, by hypothesis, constant capital is not absorbed

or vitalized by labour, and cannot therefore produce

surplus value, plainly the surplus comes from vari-

able capital. His logic, but not his system, depends

upon this. But experience has taughtthat, in modern

production, the largest profits go to those who

employ most constant capital.

Wemay well enquire why Marx should stand to

be shot at because of this particular interpretation

of economic phenomena. Noneofit is original. As

we have seen, his argument on constant and variable

capital derives from Adam Smith, even though the

developments in capitalist practice had a further
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century to their account. Labour as the measure
of value was first adumbrated by Smith and re-
inforced by Ricardo. As for surplus value, we find

it better done by Sismondi. Again it is a difference
in words. With Sismondiit is “increment value’’.
Wefindit in full measure in his Nouveaux Principes,
published in 1819. Sismondiwas not even a Socialist.
His attitude to the economic problems of his day
recall my namesake John A. Hobson as he writes
to-day—orrather, yesterday. Here is Sismondi:—

We have said elsewhere, but think it essential to

repeatit, that it is not the perfection of machinery that

is the real calamity, but the unjust distribution of the
goods produced. The more weare able to increase the
quantity of goods with a given quantity of labour, the
more ought weto increase our comforts or our leisure.
Were the worker his own master, after accomplishing
in two hours with a machine a task which formerly took
him twelve, he would then desist from toil, unless he
had some new needor were able to makeuse ofa larger
amountof products.

Noris Sismondi less outspoken than Marx:
We might almost say that society lives at the expense

of the proletariat, seeing that it curtails the reward of
his toil.

And again:

Spoliation indeed we have, for do wenotfindthe rich
robbing the poor? ‘They draw their revenues from the
fertile, easily cultivated fields and wallow in their wealth,
while the cultivator who created that revenueis dying
of hunger, never allowed to enjoy anyofit.
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There is, however, a vital difference between
Sismondi and Marx. The former recognized an
equitable division of his “increment value” between
labour and capital; Marx, of course, argued that
labour alone created value, and that profit and
interest must accordingly constitute theft. Sismondi,
in the way Liberals always do, thought the differ-
ences could be bridged by reason; Marx saw only
an “inevitable revolution”.

It is not then in his economic theories or dicta that
we find the true Marx. As an economist heis not
original, save only that he adopts the classical
economy and turnsit, with amazing powerandskill,
to his own great purpose. Philosophically he stands
orfalls on the materialist interpretationofhistory and
on the inevitablity of the class war, with its ensuing
revolution. A revolution, beit noted, not necessarily
accomplished by physical force but unquestionably
catastrophic in its nature. We must not confuse in-
evitability with will power; there is always the moral
appeal. The political franchise in England may even
peacefully effect the revolution. But whatever the
social or political conditions, please let us have no
nonsense about “reforms”. Every step taken must
be a conscious effort to speed the revolution. The
one sure thing is that Capitalism contains within itself
the germs of its own destruction. In the words of
the Communist Manifesto: ““What the dourgeoisie
produces above all, therefore, are its own grave-
diggers”. This is the true Marxian appeal.

In regard to the materialist, or economic, inter-
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pretation of history, how does it now stand? What

did Marx mean by it? Here is his argument in his

own words:

In the course oftheir efforts at production, men enter

into certain definite and necessary relations which may

be wholly independent of their own individual prefer-

ences—such industrial ties being, of course, correlative

to the state of their productive forces. Taken together,

all these links constitute the economic structure of

society. In other words, it supplies a basis upon which

the legal and political superstructure is raised, and

correspondingto it are certain social forms which depend

upon the public conscience. The methodof producing

commodities, speaking generally, fixes the social, poli-

tical, and intellectual processus of life. A man’s con-

science has less to do with determining his manner of

life than has his mannerof life with determining the

state of his conscience.

Now if that is not true, it is for the churches to

answer. With several pertinent observations on

other-worldliness by Nietzsche. For my part, when
I am asked if economic conditions mould character

and shape conduct, I lose patience. My answeris:

““Good God! Look around!”

Wecan now also gauge the substantial truth of

Marx’s prophecy that revolution was inevitable. At

least there is the Soviet revolution. With Lenin’s

gloss, Russia, so to speak, stands to the credit of

Marx. All the Russian Communists say so. But that

revolution came in a way never anticipated by Marx.

He never forecast a body of desperate men taking
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over a bankrupt society and calling it an inevitable
social revolution. He pictured a highly organized
capitalist society, finally controlled by concentrated
capital in a few hands, ripe for expropriation by an
organized proletariat. Outside of Russia, however,
it is now generally recognized that the ‘‘class war”
has becomea “‘class struggle’. Not of two classes,
but many. Whether, some day, someelectric spark
will suddenly resolve all these struggling classes into
their basic affinities remains to be seen. It would be
foolish to prophesy. If the broad conception of a
functional society, with its new vision and wider
sweep, captures our imaginations and loyalties, we
may, in this life-time, at last realize Bastiat’s dream
of the economic harmonies: ‘““The general laws of
the social world are in harmony with one another,
and in every way tendto the perfection ofhumanity”’.

Labriola remarked that “Das Kapital, instead of
being the prologue to the communal critique, is
simply the epilogue of dourgeois economics”. Sorel
says much the same thing: “Marxism is really much
more akin to the Manchester doctrine than to the
Utopian. We must never forget this”. I think the
more we dissociate Marx from his economic doctrine,
every syllable of it being well within the classical
ambit, the more do werealize his magnitude. A
bourgeois to his finger-tips, a scholar, a master of
style, he was profoundly moved bythe horrors and
miseries of the industrial system. He devotedall his
intellectual power and moral indignation to hasten
the end. What more could man do? Nor must we
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forget that behind his argument of inevitable col-

lapse, his moral purpose shines through his remorse-

less logic. His was no appealto the intellectuals, the

great ones of the earth; his heart, his sympathies, his

service all go, without stint, to the working-class

movement. He was not only an economist; he was

one of the great prophets of the nineteenth century.
Meantime, a contemporary ofMarx, Bruno Hilde-

brand, the German historico-economist, had theclear

vision. There are, he said, three phases of economic

development—the period of natural economy, next

of money economy,andfinally of credit.

And now, what did he mean, what do we mean,

by credit?

IV

THE MEANING OF VALUE

From our cursory survey, it is evident that
economic doctrine as yet does not understand and
therefore cannot define value. Value to all our

economists, Marx included, is determined by

effective demand. Whatever the measure of value—

definitely labour in the Marxian argument—you can
only arrive at it through exchange. All the econo-
mists, in fact, accept the commercial and not the
social meaning of value. Wateris a vital necessity to
every member of the community. We get as much
as we need for about half-a-crown a week. A
diamond, which has no social value, may cost £1,000.

If we accept exchange as the condition precedent to
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value and assuming water to have little or no ex-
change value, then the only possible conclusion is
that economic doctrine is based on false values. If
we examine political economy, not to find ex-
planation or justification for present commercial
practice, but in search of the permanent economic
factors, no light is shed upon the one vital thing—
value in relation to life and not to exchange.

‘That is why, in my view, Condillac’s definition is
to be commended. “Value,” he says, “is not an
attribute of matter, but represents our sense ofits
usefulness, and this utility is relative to our need.
It grows or it diminishes according as our need
expands or contracts.”” How does our “need”for
bread or water compare with our “need” for dia-
monds? Might we not affirm that true wealth is the
satisfaction of our needs? I wonderif Ruskin thought
or knew of Condillac when he drew his famousdis-
tinction between wealth and “‘illth”. Observe that a
need may meet either effective or natural demand.

Our problem—and destiny—is to supply all needs
subject to their accepted social vaiue.

It is life or death to any movement aiming at a
reconstruction of society to understand the meaning
of value. We must assert that, whatever Marx may

have written, labour is not the measure of value. It
is the source of all wealth—a widely different con-
cept. The classical economists had, of necessity, to

bring labour into their estimate ofvalue because they

all accepted the commodity valuation of labour. In
this respect, Marx was as great a sinner as the others.
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Now if we base value on need and not on labour,

coupling this with a recognition that labour is the

source of wealth, it leads to fruitful conclusions.

First, all values are excluded from all idlers, since

they do not add to the source of wealth. Secondly,

labour is recompensed, not as a commodity, but as

an owner. Thirdly, the work of the community

creates value only as it supplies our needsirrespective

of exchange price. A need may or may not have ex-

change value; function’s problem is to satisfy our
needs in the precise order of their utility and ur-

gency.
Without a true appreciation of value, political

economyis as a ship without a rudder.
This ‘‘transvaluation of values’, inevitable if we

are not to sink into utter disorder and disintegration,

involves a new understanding of capital. You

cannot create this new hierarchy of values under

Capitalism because they muststill be subject to the
higgling of the market. Only in function can the

new order of society create its new values. It
therefore resolves itself into the question: what use

has a functional society for capital? We have seen

that Adam Smith and his followers assume that

capital is the child of savings, of parsimony. They
then divide capital into two parts—fixed and circu-

lating; or, as Marx puts it, constant and variable.

They further assume that capital is as essential to
production as labour. It is as foolish asit is futile to

hark back and condemn the former methods by

which capital was accumulated. It was actually
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accumulated in that particular way because the
capitalists had the power to exact from the con-
sumer the amount required to payprofits plus a sur-
plus for new capital. Always it was the consumer
who provided all capital for improvements and
developments. In morerecenttimes,this is frankly
acknowledged in balance sheets, a sum being re-
tained for sinking fund and future expansion. Re-
tained from what? From the price paid by the
consumer.

Strictly regarded, it is the consumer—that is
the community—who has paid for all capital ex-
pansion; and it is the consumer or community to
whomall accretions of capital value should belong.
The “saving” of the capitalist is found on analysis
to be the saving of the consumer. Forif the con-
sumer, in the first instance, had not saved enough
to buy the commodity, how could the capitalist
have saved? The actual process has been that the
consumer, like a confiding fool, has merely trans-
ferred his savings to somebodyelse. But in another
way, all capital is social capital seized by private
persons by virtue of a superior economic position.
Rent, in fact.
The curious thing abouta capitalist is that he can

see his capital destroyed, almost without a murmur,
providing the damageis done bya fellow-capitalist.
An old business is ruined by a new business started
round the corner. Capital built up on a valuable
patent may be lost by a newer and a better patent.
Or a change of population may put a business ors de
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combat in afew months. I have been told that several
retail businesses have been seriously hurt by the one-
way traffic. To the capitalist employer all this is
fortune of war. He accepts it with the fortitude of
the ancient gladiator when the verdict was thumbs
down. But if any non-capitalist development hits
him, he is quick to demand compensation. For the
moment we merely observe that any change of our
economicstructure brings with it no legal obligation
to compensate.

Even if the consumer has in fact supplied the
constant capital, the equities notwithstanding, it
belongsto the capitalist. “The law allows it and the
court awardsit.”’ Indeed, except to arrive at some
estimate of any claim that may subsequently be made
when function displacesprivate control, the question
is hardly worth pursuing. The principle to be adop-
ted should be that function takes possession ofall
plant at the cost required to replace it. That effec-
tually gives the guietus to any claims of watered
capital. I have already noted the growing dis-
position to issue capital based on earning capacity
and not on ascertained assets. I cannot too em-
phatically declare that any such category of capital
must stand or fall on profits and profits only. Ifa
new system beinstituted whicheliminatesprofits, all
capital based on profits has no claim on the com-
munity.

Variable capital calls for little comment. It is
really what nowadays we term working capital.
Whatever its former ré/e in our industrial system,
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to-day it can be absorbed in credit. Certainly in any
highly organized industry, capable of issuing its

own credits, the need for this class of capital would

be small if not actually non-existent. The Co-

operative Movement has reduced it to a minimum

and, in consequence, is better able to compete with

its over-capitalized competitors. From the functional

point of view, the community is primarily concerned
with such variable capital as is ancillary to constant

capital; but we must rememberthat variable capital,

in the sum total, constitutes a strong bulwark of

Capitalism. By definition,all the capital of the banks

is variable, as is that of the insurance companies,

even though they have stupendous investments in

constant capital—land, houses, railways, machinery.

Then the vast merchanting concerns work with

variable capital, even though many of them have

large investments in the factories that supply their

shops. I do not know the proportions of constant

and variable capital now operating in Great Britain,

butif, as we soon must, we regard both industry and

finance throughthe eyesof function,it will be found

to what an extent our capital resources have been

wasted on undertakings of no social or functional

value.

Although there are signs of a business revival in

this country, perhaps the precursor of a world

recovery on capitalist lines, we may be sure that the

worst aspects of the system will continue. We

can never again restore unemploymentto its former

percentage of two to three per cent of the working-
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class population. And it is equally certain that the
wrongdirection given to industrial policy by finance-
capital, greedy for quick returns and impatient of
long-term investments, must sooneror later workits
own destruction. As we have gathered from our
survey of economic development, moderncapitalism
is based on false values. These false values frustrate
the economic and ethical claimsof social needs.

Are there, then, any signs of Bruno Hildebrand’s
prophecy coming true? Are we in reality moving
from a money economy to a credit economy? There
are many such signs. There is a growing resentment
in many quarters against the dominanceofthe banks.
Yet our banking system is the best in the world.
Nevertheless our monetary system is under scrutiny,
both amongst capitalists and workers. The com-
munity, too, is showing a growing inclination to
claim the pool of credit now in the legal control of
the banks, but actually the creation of the workersin
every grade of the industrial hierarchy. The ab-
sence, too, of any feasible planning, disclosing ap-
palling disorder where order and foresight oughtto
be, provestheintellectual bankruptcy of Capitalism.
Those working for change are seriously handicapped
in several ways. The exhaustion, psychological as
well as physical, of so ominous a proportion of the
workers cannot be too seriously regarded. If our
economy had long ago only recognized that value
derives from the satisfaction of needs! The chief
obstacle to be overcome before we are out of the
financial wood is to decide—andgiveeffect to our
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decision—that finance must cease to be the master
and become the servant of industry. The logic of
events points definitely to functional control, par-
ticularly if we adopt the new conception of value
here adumbrated.

Finally, before we can move into a new era of
credit, we must understand what credit is. During
recent years, when credit has been discussed from
every point of view except of function, I have not
yet found any common understanding or definition
of credit. It is, apparently, as closed a book to the
financial guidnuncs as value is to the economists.
Many meanings are attached to it. For example, |

may gain or lose credit by writing these lines and
Heaven knows how my credit would suffer if I did
not treat the publishers with ceremonial humility.

Credit is good reputation and, coming to the bones

of it, trust in ability to pay. It may consist of property

or other instrument whereby we obtain money or

services, particularly from the bank. But, function-

ally considered, credit is a contract of which time is

the essence. Functional groups, controlling the

means of production and distribution—they are not

two but one economic process—will, of course, con-

trol their own finance and create their own credit.

That credit must and can only be a contract in time,

the period specifically stated. That is to say, credit

supersedes capital. For if, over a given time, any

functional group can secure the credit necessary to

the efficient conduct of the business, there is ob-

viously no need for capital, which, unlike credit, is
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a permanent charge: is, in sober truth, a debit, a
liability, and not a credit.

These things will not come of their own accord.
Thereis no inevitability in the destruction or modi-
fication of the capitalist system; there is no inevita-
bility in the passage from a money to a credit
economy; there is no inevitability in the conquest of
scarcity and the advent of plenty. We may, unless
we watch and pray, lose what we have gained. All
will be frittered away andfinally lost unless we have
the will to power, coloured with the sure knowledge
of the way we would go.



CHAPTER XI

THE REVIVAL OF GUILD SOCIALISM

Weshall not understand the meaning of Guild

Socialism without some knowledge of the Socialist

ferment during the first decade of this century.
The conventional historian will probably be con-

tent to refer to that period as one in which Socialism

gained ground; but whatfinally matters, if truth is

to be served,is to realize that Socialism, then as now,

was not a coherent whole but rather a generic term

for theories and agitations of which the only com-

mon ground was a desperate desire to change the

conditions of the wage-earning classes, from those

advocating reformist methods to others who were

for open revolution. It would be easy to describe

these various movementsas they shaded off into each

other from the cautious right to the turbulent left;

what need now only concernus is that by 1910 there

was a definite intellectual cleavage between the sober

doctrine of State Socialism and the more menacing

demands of Syndicalism. Guild Socialism was the

resultant of the friction between these two warring

schools of thought—apolitico-economic sertium quid.

The great mass of British Socialists was largely

committed to State Socialism, mainly to the Muni-~
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cipal School, in which the Fabian Society played a
dominant part. It was a doctrine that taught us to
rely upon the State for redress; to look to a glorified
Civil Service to direct our economiclife. The high
reputation of the British Civil Service was, in fact,
a considerable asset to the State Socialist creed.
Practically, this meant bureaucratic administration:
theoretically the concentration ofsovereignty.

This conception was denounced by the Syndi-
calists on several counts: the prospect of a mon-
strously overgrown bureaucracy was repugnant to
their democratic beliefs; the reliance upon State
control, as distinct from industrial control, was re-
garded as merely another form of wage-oppression;
finally, the politicalism predicated by State Socialism
was countered by an appeal to the trade unions to
fight on a strictly economic basis. Out of this
agitation came“direct action” and the generalstrike.
By 1910, British Syndicalism—itself a curious

Franco-American hybrid—had gathered consider-
able strength, if not in numbersatleast intellectually,
amongst the younger school, who derived much in-
spiration from the Socialist Labour Party in Scotland,
from the teachings of Daniel De Leon of America
and from Sorel and Berth of France. Practically, this
meant a negation ofpolitical action; theoretically, a
diffusion of sovereignty.

In writing National Guilds, the task I undertook
was to build a bridge between these two schools of
Socialist thought. As I saw it—andstill see it—it
was beyond question that democracy in industry is
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as preciousasit is in politics; but I also realized that

politics is an essential factor in our nationallife. The

problem therefore wasto relate economicsto politics

in such wise that industry should function on its own

foundations, whilst to politics should be assigned the

supreme mandate of expressing citizenship in its

myriad forms,its rights and privileges, its duties and

responsibilities.
Theoretically, I was—and am—convinced that

sovereignty is a quality inhering, no doubt in differ-

ent degrees, in all human societies; that to concen-

trate it in any one institution is to threaten grave

injury to fifty other institutions; that at all hazards

the primacy of function must be harmonized with

the sovereignty of citizenship.
These problems have now been clarified, if not

solved; in 1912, when I put themto the test of cold

print, they were vague, difficult and (to most minds)

remote. At that time, I was associated with the New

Age, then under the memorable editorship of A. R.

Orage. We discussed the issues involved into the

small hours of many nights; gradually our vision

cleared and finally we sketched a reasonably clear

elevation of our Guild structure. Nevertheless, it was

an act of conspicuous courage and faith on his part

to publish the book serially. For the New Age had

a reputation for brilliant common-sense whilst its

committal to this propaganda might create an at-

mosphere of “impossibilism”.

In travelling this via media between State Social-

ism and Syndicalism, the path was tortuous and
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stony, with low visibility throughout. And I may

say that for six months it seemed that I was

addressing empty space, no murmur of sympathy or

dissent being heard. Then the new gospel took root

and grew. Distinguished adherents, like Mrs.

Townshend, Cole, Mellor and Reckitt, came to our

aid. When war began, Guild Socialism had been

accepted in many unexpected quarters. During the

war it grew into a living faith. The National Guilds

League, largely under the inspiration and guidance

of Mrs. Townshend and those three men, by its

vigorous propaganda, undoubtedly gave to socialist

thought a new vision and a richer content.

In his History of British Socialism,* M. Beer de-

votes some pages to Guild Socialism, describing with

accuracy and understanding, the main principles.

Hesays of National Guilds that it must be regarded

as one of the most important documents of the

labour unrest which dominated British homeaffairs

in the years of 1908 to 1913:

Its critical apparatus is grounded on the syndicalist

form of Marxism, anditis followed up with that relent-

less logical force which characterises the writings of

Karl Marx. Its positive contribution contains several

British elements—it envisages the nation rather than a

class andit presents an outline of the practical applica-

tions of syndicalist ideas to British economiclife.

* History of British Socialism. M. Beer, Vol. Il, pp. 363 to 372. On Syndi-
calism, Berth, Les Nouveaux Aspects du Socialisme ; Sorel, Reflexions sur la

Violence ; The Preamble of the I.WW., published by the Socialist Labour Party,

Edinburgh; Cole, Self-Government in Industry, third edition, pp. 303-321. Sorel

insists upon the vital distinction between Anarchism and Syndicalism; but they
seem to have a commonheritage in Louis Blanc.

K
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This would imply that I had at least donejustice to
the Syndicalist conception; but the truth is that
neither I nor any other socialist writer could con-
sistently “envisage the nation” until the wage-
system has been transformed. For the wage-system
creates economic and social classes and it was ac-
cordingly evident that the class struggle thus en-
gendered must be ended before we could build on
national and not onclasslines.

Then, as now, there was a constant shirking of the
wage problem, stated in terms of the wage contract
and not in terms of money. Again I may quote
Beer:

The foundation of social life was labour. Henceit
followed thatif the conditions that governed labour were
evil the whole wayoflife must needs beevil, and that
the real emancipation consisted in replacing these condi-
tions by a new schemeoflife. The conditions that had
been governing labour formed the wage system, or
wagery, which was one of the species of the genus
slavery. A struggle for emancipation must therefore
aim at the abolition of the wage system. Instead of
which the working men frittered away their energies
on a struggle for higher wages and for the improvement
of the wage system. Even the socialists, whether as
members of the Social Democratic Federation or of the
Independent LabourParty, had never foughtconsistently
against the wage system.

And again:

If the working-class desired political power it must
acquire economic strength in factory, mine and field.
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Those who owned and controlled the sources of wealth

commandedalso the labour which produced the wealth,

and in commanding labour they controlled the founda-

tions of society andits political superstructure.

‘These sentences, culled from Beer’s abstract of my
analysis ofthe wage system (in National Guilds it runs
to nearly one hundred pages),indicate clearly enough
that it was a condition precedent to any “‘national”
solution that wagery must be transformed into
partnership. That is why the Guild Socialists were
never tired of urging the trade unionists always to
strike for status, and never for minor modifications
of wage conditions,ortrivial additions to wagerates,
which could be easily absorbed in higherprices.

For my part, I am still unrepentant. I am as
certain now, as twenty years ago, that all our efforts
and schemes—industrial, financial or social—are of
no ayail until the worker controls every process of
industry. The National Guild was devised for pre-
cisely that purpose. It was evident, then as now, that
the way to kill the commodity valuation of labour
was for labour, primarily through the trade unions,
to secure a monopoly of labour. Hence the Guild
Socialists’ plea to the workers to form “blackleg proof
unions”. I add that the wage system is as much a
moral as an economic blot upon our civilization.
The strange moral blindness ofpractically the whole
community to the wickedness, the degradation, of
wagery is not dissimilar from the attitude of the
Southern planters to slavery. There is a difference
not to the credit of this generation: the planters main-
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tained their slaves whether employed or unemployed;
modern Capitalism has no interest in the bodies of the
wage-earners, but only in the labour commodity.
And so our unemployed brothers and sisters go to
the scrap-heap. Was it ordained that they should
mount Calvary to win for their children an enlight-
ened leisure?
From the foregoing, it is evident that Guild

Socialism was not primarily a schemeto rationalize
the existing industrial system, but a deliberate effort
to place labour, the trustee of function, upon its
rightful throne. To that extent, then, our argument
has veered towards Syndicalism; but, as we shall
soon see, certain definitely socialist factors play their
part. But firstafew wordson the structure andfinance
of the Guilds. It is interesting to note here that the

case for ““Workers’ Control’, now agitating the labour
ranks,is largely based on the original Guildidea.

In alittle book, Guild Principles in Peace and War,
I defined a National Guild as a “combination ofall

labour of every kind, administrative, executive and

productive, in any particular industry. It includes
all those who work with their brains and those who

contribute labour power. Administrators, chemists,

skilled and unskilled labour—everybody who can

work—all are entitled to membership. Numerically

considered, the trade unions must form the bases of

these National Guilds; but they, in their turn, must

merge into the greater body’. That definition still
serves. Each industry wasto have its National Guild;

all the Guilds were to be subject to and represented
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upon the National Guild Congress, which was to be

the national economic authority. So far as 1 know,

this was the first suggestion made for an economic

authority, functioning independently. The idea is
now being promulgated from several quarters. I

find myself at that time writing this:

As the Guilds gradually shape themselves into their
natural economic forms and groupings,it is certain that

many vexed controversies will call for patient and states-

manlike discussion and settlement. The reorganization

of industrial society may be planned with Romanpre-

cision of thought and a Greek sense of symmetry, but,
unless the spirit that directs it is informed with a
cultured appreciation of the many and various problems
that call for solution, weshall find ourselves in possession

of a charter and constitution as perfect as a Central
American Republic and with as rotten an administration.

‘The organization of the Guilds is a task for trained
craftsmen and industrial thinkers, and not for contented

wage slaves. It presupposes an intelligent.determination
to be quit of the wage system and an understanding

that Guild organization is the strong successor to the
large industry, now clearly destined to disintegration
and decay.

So far as was possible, the potential difficulties and
dissension were frankly faced. Thus the weaker
Guilds may get the worse of their bargains with the
stronger; each Guild may put is own price on it’s
own labour; the Agricultural Guild, numerically the
strongest, will undoubtedly press for equality of
pay with the industrial Guilds; the Transport
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Guild holds a strong strategic position and may take
advantage of it; and so on. The solution is sug-
gested: Guild ambassadors, the Guild equivalent of
interlocking directorates. “Nor is there any reason
why these Guild ambassadors should not be clothed
with large authority to commit their Guilds to pro-
posals that vary existing contracts and under-
standings. If large changes were proposed, the
assent of the other Guilds, through their am-
bassadors, would be as deliberate as the changes were
important. Wehere hit upon a valuable truth: when
bodies between which there is no economic har-
mony disagree (labour and capitalism under modern
industrialism) such disagreement tends towards dis-
integration; but disagreements between two or more
bodies, whose economic interests are fundamentally
harmonious, tends towards closer economic in-
tegration. Thus dissensions amongst the Guilds
would almost certainly create a movement to reduce
all such friction to its smallest area, and by good-
will on all sides finally to eliminate it.” And the
ultimate authority is the National Guild Congress,
or, as I have since called it, the House of Industry.

With this fleeting glimpse of Guild organization
andits inherent difficulties, we can now consider the
Guild theory of finance so far as I was able to sketch
it. During the past twenty years there has been an
increasing flow of propaganda specially directed to
finance and its kindred problems. It may not be
without interest to consider what we Guildsmen were
thinking in 1913.
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Plainly, a sound system offinance wasessential to

our picture. The conclusion was that the Guilds
must be their own bankers, with their own national

bank and clearing house. Two practical issues
promptly emerged: international exchange and gold.

The Guilds must buy from abroad food and raw
materials. How were they to pay? With their own
goods to the utmost limit and necessarily sold in the
currency of their purchasers. As gold was then the
universal medium, the Guilds’ foreign transactions
must be in gold. But gold was simply meaningless
in the internal finance of the Guilds. Here I may
quote:

Having abolished wages, and in consequence knocked
the bottom out of the fund from which rent, interest
and profits are drawn, it becomes evident that labour
value has zpso facto supplanted gold values. It would
therefore be a work of supererogation to persist with a
monetary system that has lost all vital relationship to
reality. A Guild member obviously does not earn each
week £2 15s. 74d.; such a tokenorset of tokens would
be meaningless. He has in fact earned the average
equivalentoftwenty-four, thirty-six or forty-eight hours’
work, payable by his own and other Guilds and neces-
sarily valued in timeorin labour units based upon time.
Beyond all doubt his work has ceased to be measured
by the Old Lady of Threadneedle Street. She, God be
thanked, is dead. The object of measuring the wage
slave’s labour by goldis that dividends paid out of labour
shall be paid in gold. The valuation of labour and the
products of labour by a gold standard are obviously the
perquisites of the present banking system, and are a
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fruitful cause of tyranny. “The system puts a heavy
premium upon gold and a tyrannous discount upon
labour.

Thus, not yet understanding function and ignor-
ant of conditions, I stated that value is found in
labour and not in commodities produced by labour;
I broughtuse value into its true relation to exchange
value. Currency and credit must, each in its own
sphere, be governedby functionalvalue; the currency
having a scientifie ratio to production, credit be-
coming what it was intended to be—a contract
primarily in termsof time, the money involved being
of secondary importance. And, since ex hypothesi we
have discarded sterling money, the tokens of ex-
change between the Guilds and between their
members is the “guilder’—a token representing
units of labour or units of time, and so accurately
recording functional effort.

I have been twitted recently for suggesting that
the banks should be the accountancy departments of
industry. I am asked why I adopt the vocabulary of
Social Credit when I reject it in principle. Social
Credit was born in 1920: in 1913, I wrote: “We
have postulated that each Guild is its own banker.
But just as our present banks have their several
branches, so also the Guilds have theirs. These

branches would doubtless be the counting-houses of

the particular works where the Guild members are

employed.” Moreover, the pay of the Guildsmen
was to be credited to them in the books and drawn

upon by cheques. Each Guildsman was auto-
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matically a depositor in his own bank. In this way,

the Guild Banks would always have a large reserve

of credit, in addition to their enormous inter-Guild

credit transactions.

All this was written twenty years ago. There has

been a spate of books on finance since then. For my

sins, I have read scores of them; but the Guild theory

of finance, soundly based on functional effort, in

my view remains unassailable. All these financial

theories assume the continuance of the existing in-

dustrial system; they are falsetto voices in a general

chorus of despair. The shrill cacophony of our
financial guidnuncs will gradually be silenced as the

re-organization of industry proceeds.

On the economicside there arestill two problems

of major importance, which must be reserved. They

are taxation and compensation. Theoriginal pro-

posal was that each Guild should obtain its powers by

a State charter, one of the conditions being that they

should pay their several quotas to the Budget. It

requires but a cursory examination of Guild theoryto
see that all taxation, direct or indirect, is thrown into

the melting pot. Notably income tax, which might

be abolished. The financial upkeep of the State must

be a first charge upon all Guild operations, whether
productive or distributive. In industry, function
must pay as well as govern. In like manner, the
constitution of a Guild economy must raise ten
thousand questions of compensation, based mainly

on grounds of social compunction.

Wemay now proceedto the political implications
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of Guild theory. It is, of course, at this point, that
we diverge from Syndicalism and approach State
Socialism, Never, so far as I know, has any Guild
writer ever suggested that the Guilds as such should
trench upon politics. They were to be purely in-
dustrial bodies, their activities strictly confined to
their economic functions. There were heavy dia-
lectical engagements amongst us upon sovereignty.
Not without relevance, since upon our conception of
sovereignty hung the acceptance ofthe State charter
for the Guilds. If the State and the Guild Congress
were co-equal in sovereignty, then clearly the
charter was not merely useless but an impertinence.
If, however, the State was the final arbiter of sover-
eignty, then, of course, the charter conferred the
authority necessary to legal security. Without com-
promising my ownbelief in diffused,or, if you will,
delegated sovereignty, I took—and take—the view
that whatever authority acts for the general body of
citizenship must exercise supreme sovereignty.
Supreme, but not the only sovereignty; for weareall
partakers of the quality of sovereignty because the
State derives from us and can only exist with our
assent. And we bring that sovereignty into our
associations, churches, connections and covenants.
The crucial issue, therefore, is not sovereignty but
citizenship.

In defining the relations between the Guilds and
the State, I declared that the advantages accruing
from Guild organization must express themselves in
citizenship. “ We have now reachedthe point where
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we discover that these two functions may diverge in
the affections and persons of the worker. As a
citizen he may prefer this or that policy; as a Guilds-
man his business is to concentrate upon wealth pro-
duction and distribution. For the first time in the
history of mankind he will clearly understand that
nations, like men, do not live by bread alone. The
inter-mixture of spiritual with economic consider-
ations which now paralyses every State action will
be, in form certainly and largely in substance-
ended.” Bearing in mind then the practical ad-
ministration of the actual functions that minister to
political purposes—the army, navy and police, the
Foreign and Colonial Offices, education, central and
local government—the main business of citizenship
finally released from economic entanglements, is to
give voice to its spiritual and cultural needs and
desires. This is the true vé/e of an enlightened
political system.

It is, in fact, vital to our future, if we wouldstill
remain a great people, that the moral power and
cultural capacity of the general body ofcitizensshall
be raised beyond all economicdictation. In this time
of economic plenty—a condition that, it seems cer-
tain, will indefinitely continue—and providing we
put our material affairs in order, there can be no
conceivable excuse for any Government(acting as
the agent of the State) not to pursue a policy of
spiritual expansion andintellectual enrichment, un-
deterred by economic considerations. The reason,
then, why the Guild Socialist rejects the non-political
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creed of the Syndicalist is because he realizes that
the virtual conquest of the production and distri-
bution of wealth brings in its train, not only wide-

spread prosperity, but an endless chain of non-

economic movements for social change; opens up

vistas of a new life to which our eyes, now heavy

with anxiety or privation, must needsbe blind.
Apart from the precise theory or detailed pro-

posals of Guild Socialism, which time may or may
not have modified, its most urgent lesson to this

new generation is the pressing necessity for the
separation of our economic activities from our
political life. Non-functional citizenship is plainly
incapable, throughits political machinery, of direct-

ing the functional work of our vast industry. But

the separation of industry from politicsis, in itself,

useless unless industry itself is transformed into a

public service and ceases to be a vulgar and shabby

system of personal aggrandisement. Whether Guild

Socialism experiences a rebirth depends,firstly, upon

the insistence of the community upon an industrial

revolution or re-integration; and, secondly, whether

any other theory or vision of a new society has a

sounderbasis or a stronger appeal. The last decade

has been eaten by locusts; now we begin where, ten

years ago, Guild Socialism left off. I believe it still

holds thefield as the only coherent scheme of a new

life, appealing both to our practical genius and

political instinct.



CHAPTER XII

SIMPLE DIVISION

As the industrial nations grope their purblind way
through the trade depression—a depression that is

plainly commercial and not economic—they en-
counter the frustrations of a political Parliament and

the disastrous domination of finance. Nor has it
escaped the notice of an ever-growing number of
our people that a sinister alliance subsists between
the political powers and high finance. Whitehall
and Threadneedle Street understand each other,
whilst neither seems to have even a vague under-
standing of the economic realities. The reason for
this is not far to seek; it is in fact so obviousthat, as
yet, only few can see it. It is, simply put, that our
industry, with its ten thousand functional processes,
is hampered and thwarted by non-functional groups
and interests. The political panacea is a constant and
exhaustingresortto tariffs or to factory restrictions of
one kind or another. Compared with this, pills for
earthquakes are a positive cure. And we are now
awaking to the fact, obscured for a century, that
financeis functionally of minor importance; that its
position in the body politic has been artificially con-
trived in the interests of those who neithertoil nor
spin.
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FUNCTIONAL INDUSTRY

We shall sink yet deeper in the commercial
quagmire unless we realize that industry must now
be organized on a functional basis; that financial
control must yield to functional control; that the
pursuit of politics, rightly understood,is an affair of
the spirit; that politics must neither hamper industry
nor permit industry to distract those higher concerns
of citizenship which constitute the political mandate.
In short, that industry and politics, since they move
on different ambits, must be constitutionally and
legally separated. Thetruevision of the future is an
autonomousindustry guarding and developing our
economiclife to the end that, as a people, we shall
achieve a spiritual and cultural life. A great and
momentous adventure in simple division!

THE ELEPHANT AND THE WHALE

For several generations we have been sedulously
taught to lookto politics to solve oursocial and indus-
trial troubles. A century or more ago, in a less com-
plex society, no doubt Parliamentary methods
sufficed. But our national life to-day is too com-
plicated, too penetrated with incongruous problems,
to admit of any solution by any single authority,
particularly when,as is obvious, neither our political
machine, nor its personnel, can deal with industrial
developments, which have now passed far beyond its
purview. The elephant cannot struggle with the
whale; they move in different elements: in like
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manner, the politician cannot, in the nature of things,
give effect to the demands and needsofour economic
system. The time has come to recognize the claims
of industry to function on its own basis. Nothing is
more disquieting than the tenacity of the politician
in the maintenance of his authority over our indus-
trial life. The tragedy of the present situationis that
this authority is as legal as it is obsolete. And so we
perpetually move round and roundin a viciouscircle.
To break that circle and resolve our society into its
componentpartsis the task of the hour.

A SCANDAL

These partsfall naturally into two maindivisions:
such organization asis necessaryto ourspiritual and
cultural growth, and such organization as is neces-
sary to provide the material means. It were surely now
painfully clear that, as these organizations are
fundamentally wide apart, to combine them under
one authority is to invite disaster to both. That, in
fact, is precisely what has happened. Weare in a
state of dire need, not because of any economic
scarcity, but because we are impotentto realize our
political or economicpossibilities. The enemyis the
fatuity of our governing classes (whatever their
political creed) in forcing the economic flux into a
political mould. It has ceased to be a problem; it
has become

a

scandal.

THE NEXT STEP

Theconstitution of a national economic authority,
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clothed with full powers to control and co-ordinate

industry, is neither an improvization nor a counsel of

despair. On the contrary,it is the next logical step

in the advance of mankind towards an ordered and

cultured society. The vulgar reign of money must

instantly cease or it will destroy us; the day of func-

tional control in things functional has come. This

meansthat the production anddistribution of wealth

must be left to those who know how to produce and

distribute; that they shall no longer be the victims

of politician and financier. If we reflect on this

for a moment and considerits vast implications, how

trivial seem the currentpolitical issues! It would be

quite easy to write down a longlist of thefutile efforts

of a non-functional Parliament, such as ours, to

cure our economicills. And we may affirm with confi-

dence that had our economic life been under the

control of an economic authority, based on demo-

cratic and not dictatorial lines, the grisly horror of

the past few years would never have come upon us:

would indeed be inconceivable. The House of In-

dustry, in the full panoply of economic power, is now

our main hope of escape. For it means, in the

economicsphere, a return to the Guild spirit and the

triumph of function overfinance.

AN ENRICHED CITIZENSHIP

Thereactions upon ourpolitical life, thus quit of

economic entanglements, must be a fruitful source of

speculation. Wecan at least envisage a new Parlia-

mentary personnel. Men who have gone into Par-
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liament for the protection of their interests, whether

Capital or Labour, will obviously be superseded by

menofideas. Idealists, one would hope, but also and

mainly thinkers and workers with considered con-

victions upon education, or public health, or foreign

relations. And, should it please the gods, upon art

and science and the spread of culture. We should

then know ofa certainty that man does notlive by

bread alone. An enriched citizenship, with a sound

economic foundation, is within our grasp. Within
our grasp, ifwe have faith and courage and a changed

heart. At least, here is a new society worth striving

for. Not forgetting the immensity of the task, the
urgent need to eliminate the class struggle not by

ignoring it, but by ending for ever the wage-contract

that engenders it, we can move towards a new des-

tiny, profoundly conscious of escape from a calamity
unequalled in humanhistory.

OUR OBLIGATION

Nor must weforget thatstill the world looks to us

to lead it. Especially in the practical affairs of man-
kind. When we have achieved the simple division

between politics and economics, with the inevitable

result of purifying the one and strengthening the
other, we may depend upon it that Western Europe
will follow in our wake. A coherent scheme of con-

stitutional revision, giving free play to industry and a
new range of ideas to politics, would displace in a

twinkling the incoherent ideas that now disturb and
threaten our commoncivilization.

L



CHAPTER XIII

WHO CAN, SHALL

We rememberthe fable of the prince who walked

naked in the procession and whose people saw only
the royal garments. It was a child—forerunner of

the prophets—who remarked that he had nothing

on. Welaugh at the blindness of our ancestors, but

is ours the clearer vision? Do we, for example, see

that millions of our people are naked? Do we see

that scores of our putative leaders have only to speak

to disclose minds equally naked? Do we see—per-

ceive—the grim anomaly of this nakedness in a land

of plenty and this mental poverty in a land rich in
intellectual wealth? And more to our immediate pur-

pose, do we see the reason why these millions are

naked? Do we see—and realize—that they are in

desperate need because somebody—not the com-

munity—has the power to say that they shall not

work? Have we, as our brothers’ keepers, any right

to say that they who can work shall not? Rather is

it not our supremeprivilege to declare that they who

can shall?

UNEMPLOYMENT OR LEISURE

Probably never before in our history has it been

so vital, so urgent, that we shall see things exactly as
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they are and not as they are presented to us in the
strictly official reports of the Scribes or in the smug
optimism of our unctuous Pharisees. For, not even

in the days of the hungry ’forties, have we experi-

enced such widespread unemployment—unemploy-
ment moreover involving the final severance of the

worker from his craft or trade. It is no exaggeration

to affirm that possibly one half of the present un-
employed, if the existing industrial system should
continue, will never again return to the trade they

have learnt and to which they have given their best
years. ‘They have become industrial Ishmaels,

doomed to the desert when our pastures are lush
with food. If we could say, as has perhaps been
possible in thin days that have passed, that after all
things could be worse, there might be some excuse

to wait for the cloudsto roll by; but we know now

of a certainty that we cannot return even to the com-
parative prosperity of the pre-War days. There is an
agonized cry in our land for immediate and funda-
mental change. So catastrophic is our situation that
no class, no group, no individual must be permitted
to consign their fellow men and women to poverty
and nakedness. The control of industry must be
given to our functional associations; we cannot leave
it to the mercy of the private profiteer and financier.
Just as the child could see that the prince had nothing
on, so to-day our industrial system stands naked
before us. All its pretences are shattered; it can no
longer maintain its workers nor provide that he who
can work shall.

L*
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The crux of the problem is neither in production
nor potential distribution; they present no practical
difficulties. It is primarily a problem of humanparti-
cipation equally in work andleisure. Be it observed
that unemploymentis not leisure: is the negation of
leisure. Leisure is like liberty; all depends upon
what we do with it. Both are negative conditions of
our social order; both are priceless if we turn them
to good account. But of what use is either if we have
not the wherewithal to enjoy them? This is surely
the essence of leisure. A leisured man, in common
parlance, is a man of means. The unemployed, hav-
ing no interest in their trade, are bereft of means,
and accordingly know not leisure. Leisure? Un-
employment is torment, anxiety, poverty, demorali-
zation. Let those who so glibly talk of the machine
creating leisure take a prolonged dose of their own
medicine.
Madame Roland,at the guillotine, exclaimed: “‘O

Liberty, what crimes are committed in thy name!”;
it were well to ponder the crimes committed for a
burlesque wecall leisure. Particularly our casual, al-
most thoughtless, disregard for the sacrificial suffer-
ings of our industrial victims. Should the Means
Test catch the eye of some future Carlyle, what scorn
will he pour upon a grisly unemployment which
some fools impudently call leisure? The workers’
Magna Caria is release from the wage system that
denies partnership in workorleisure.
With becoming humility, we may pray for a

miraculous end to this sorry state of things; it were
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wiser, however, to assume that God expects us to
extricate ourselves from the Hell of our own making.
But we may be sure that there is a longer and shorter
way of salvation. As usual, the politicians, with their

smooth phrases, advise the more pedestrian route.

They admit the evil posture in which we find our-
selves; but they are equally insistent that now as
always patience with tortuosity will bring at least
some measure of relief. They suggest tentative
measures of nationalization: transport or electricity;
perhaps coal, or even cotton. Then provisionally,
and with proper safeguards, we might proceed to
experiment with terms of employment, conveniently
forgetting the sweated conditions ofthe nationalized
Post Office. Also forgetting that our task is func-
tional and notpolitical. Even if functional organiza-

tion were not clearly the way out we cannot endure

the Circumlocution Chamberof our political Bour-

bons. The time to act is now; the one thing to be

done is to give power and authority to the men and
women who know howto do things and can get them
done. Obviously it is no job for the politicians or
financiers. Not politics but function; not finance but
real wealth equitably distributed.

THE CHOICE: FUNCTIONAL CONTROL

In the jargon of the market-place, the choice is
between nationalization and workers’ control. Con-
sider well what nationalization means. A long cam-
paign, perhaps for another decade, protracted and
detestable bargaining upon compensation or share
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values, a struggle for position and posts; and, in the

end, the workers precisely where they are now and
confronted, not with vulnerable employers, but an
invulnerable State. It is surely inconceivable that
any political party couldso callously disregard exist-
ing conditions as to suggest so brutal a delay. Dur-
ing this struggle, in God’s name, what is to happen

to the unemployed, the part-employed, and the
millions whose wages are now reduced to bare sub-

sistence? It can only be contemplated on the assump-

tion that we are all hopelessly mad.
The New Britain cannot be founded upon the

Parliamentary methods ofthe Victorian period. The

belief is now universal that Queen Anneis dead; it

is astonishing what vast crowdsstill worship at the

shrine of Queen Victoria. This New Britain of our

dreams and ambitions has no patience for the first,

second, and third readingsof inoperative legislation;

it sees instead a new industrial regime of workers

organizedin their appropriate guilds and serving the

community by co-operatively producing and distri-

buting the wealth we now possess in unprecedented

profusion. This functional controlis essential to our

economic health. Whilst no single possessor of

individual wealth needfear injustice, it is certain that

no individual must stand in the way of industrial

reorganization. Forit is a choice between functional

control and the continuance of the wage-system, with

its inevitable sequel of privation and bastardleisure.

Nevertheless, the new order will not come unless

every worker of every rank—intellectual, technical,
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manual—determines that it is the one way to bring
about the new life. For it is nothing less than a new

life, from doubts andfearsset free, that shall content

us; and a new industriallife to correspond. In this

struggleall of us must, like Michael, seek our swords

in the Armoury of Heaven. Thus armed, weshall

in our sovereign right decree that all who can—shall.



CHAPTER XIV

WE AND THEY

FREQUENT reference has been made to the duty of
Great Britain to lead Europeoutofthe present phase
of social and economicfrustration into a new era of
positive achievement.

It is of the first importance that this—to us—
rather obvious fact should be presented to our Euro-
pean friends modestly and with no semblance of
arrogance. Notto put too fine a point upon it, we are
not precisely popular in Europe. Weare admired and
even envied, our word is respected, but we are not

liked. The truth is that, whilst we are zz Europe we
are not of Europe. That distinction is not of to-day
or yesterday; it has persisted through five or six
centuries. Nor has time tended to efface our psycho-
logical, moral and economic differences; they have,

in fact, both widened and deepened.
I have just written that we are not liked. Perhaps

it would be nearer the mark to say that we are not

understood. We realize this when some event of

international importance occurs. Instantly the conti-

nental Press glows with mordantcriticisms of British

policy. We read with mild surprise. “When will they
come to understand us?” we ask, and turn to the city
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or sporting pages. It is very different in the United
States. Whether they agree or disagree, they under-
stand. And their Press criticises with the freedom
of family speech. They assumea family relationship.
A striking instance of this happened quite recently.

Senator Key Pittmann, the Chairman of the Foreign
Relations Committee of Congress, in a widely re-

ported speech, called for ajoint American and British
nayal demonstration in Chinese waters. It was to be
a plain hint to Japan. Had any statesmen oflike
prominence in France, Italy, Germany or Russia
made a similar declaration, the European dovecotes
would instantly have been in a state of flurry and
flutter. American and British readers were notin the
least disturbed by the Senator’s speech. Whatever
else they thought, it did not seem incongruous. This
is one of many signs that in world affairs Great
Britain must always be closer to America than to
Europe. It is a cultural or spiritual relationship, al-
though, of course, our economic systems are practic-
ally the same. When Venezuela threatened trouble,
the Anglicans, Baptists, Methodists, Catholics and
a thousand other cultural influences, common and
peculiar to both countries, promptly and contemptu-
ously stamped out the war sparks.

This European misunderstanding of Great Britain
—or vice versa, if you will—is one of the great tra-
gedies of history. It ante-dates the Reformation,
which in England took on a form and content which
Luther would never have recognized, much less
understood. For it was infused with the genius of
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Milton and dominated by Cromwell, whose out-
standing fameis not so much thatof a soldier as the
characteristic Englishman of all time. If we look
moreclosely into this misunderstanding, weshallfind
factors not yet disclosed. Our divergencies from
Europe, due to geographical, physical, intellectual
and religious causes are, on the whole, easily dis-
cerned and largely on the surface. In any event,
Europeitself comprises equally wide differentiation.
The great European diplomatists could easily have
calculated on what they could see with their naked
eyes; but always there was something unseen, in-
calculable, distracting.
The European diplomatists have, time and again,

given us up in despair. Our Protestantism, our Puri-
tan strain, the blunt gaucheries of Nonconformity,
they could at least allow for; our Parliamentary
system they knew without real appreciation; our
queer addiction to sports quaintly commingled with
strict attention to business puzzled them. Neverthe-
less, there remained something unseen, undisclosed.
When Prince Albert, of pious memory, became
Victoria’s Consort, he thought and acted as though
it were easy to bring the English Court under the
influence, if not the hegemony, of the Teutonic
system. He was speedily undeceived. He found to
his dismay that the English aristocrats, with their
castles, estates, retainers, their powers both aslegis-
lators and landlords, were as strongly entrenched as
the Throne itself. When he began to interfere in
English affairs, as he thought was natural, he was
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promptly and without ceremony put in his place.
Oursearch for these unseen factors brings us at a

bound to the English yeomanry and the spirit it
engendered. The story of the English yeomanryis
unique. From it has sprung, on the one hand, the
free traders of our cities, the merchant adventurers,

the sea-going population, our marine supremacy. On
the other hand, from it has sprung our municipallife,

with its ancient charters, its corporations, its guilds

and other associations. Over the centuries a slow
integumentof social life, flexible, fluctuant, always
tenacious of rights and privileges hardly won and
never abandoned. Kings andaristocrats have vainly
struggled against it. It was the kings andaristocrats
who played the diplomatic game and who wereeasily
understood in Europe.

But Europe neverrealized that the British aristoc-
racy was little more than the facade, behind which
the deeper forces worked, with their municipal laws
and customs, their commerce and manufacture,their
agriculturaltraditions, their Bible, their churches and
chapels. Above all, their liberties. This yeoman
spirit has in general been easy going, tolerant, un-
imaginative; but, on occasion, remorseless. When
Charles I was executed, it scarcely turned a hair,
whilst Europe sizzled with fear and anger. When
the Restoration came, with its excesses, its corrup-
tions and ribaldries, Europe drew sigh ofrelief and
pictured England asfalling into line. But the un-
seen factor was at work, a process of extirpation
begun. Thepolitical party that best understood the
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yeoman spirit, with its congeners in the towns and
on the seas, were the Whigs. And that is why they
remained, with few breaks, in power for two cen-
turies.

Thus we see that the gigantic industrial system,
with its sequel of financial power, its tentacles over
the face of the globe, is no mere chance: has a definite
historic genesis. And that is why the burden is on
Great Britain to bring the industrial system, of which
it has becomethe parent and guardian, into harmony
with the new spirit. More than that: into harmony
with its own developments. For it has brought pro-
duction and distribution to a stage beyond economic
scarcity and to the verge of universal plenty.

Viewedin thislight, it becomes obvious that Great
Britain must now adapt industry to the social needs
of the world—an adaptation thatis clearly a condi-
tion precedent to an enduring federation of Europe.
When,therefore, we speak of Great Britain leading
the world towards federation, it is in no spirit of
vainglory; it is the humble recognition of a duty
historically laid upon us. There are manydoors to
be opened into the future edifice of international
association. Great Britain has the keys to two of
these doors: of functional economy;of constitutional

government.



CHAPTER XV

NO CHANGE YET

Ir not universal, the belief at least prevails that the
Warwasthe great sundering flood between the old
and the new.
Of what countries can this be said to be true?
Certainly Russia. There is no going back there.

Partly of Italy. Probably the Corporative State has
struck some roots, at the moment not deep. And
certainly not of Germany. The Nazi régimeislittle
more than a skin eruption. Even if it remains in
some permanent form, whatever else it means, its
face is turned to the past and notto the future. One
of the mostsignificant phenomena in Germanyis the
struggle of the Confessional Churches to keep their
freedom. ‘The Nazi leaders are countering the
Christian churches by invoking the ancient Germanic
gods, by a frank acceptance of a pre-Christian mytho-
logy. A reversion to type is hardly a step forward.
If that were not convincing enough, the words and
deeds of Schacht, the financial dictator, prove that
theoretically he dates back to 1914. France isstill
driven by its peasants and Austria hankers after
1866.
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Whatof ourselves? Indeed, of the English speak-
ing peoples generally?
The end of the war saw the women of England

enjoying a political and social freedom they never
anticipated in 1914. ‘The young men,too, announced
in no uncertain tonesthat the dayofold age had gone,
the day of youth had come. They expressed them-
selves in liberty of speech, in cutting loose from
various sex inhibitions, in clipping much conversa-
tional verbiage. Then they took themselves to
market to find their gallant selves undersold and
supplemented by their sisters. The social problem,

_ of which this was a symptom, did not appealto their
intelligence; it savoured too much of the studious
patience which the seniors gaveto it before the war.
The note of youth at this period was shrill without
being convincing. Wecatch it in the music, novels
and plays of a decade ago.
Now these young men are middled-aged; their

faces are lined; they are hard putto it to keep them-
selves and their families. Those of an enquiring turn
of mind have discovered that post-war cocksureness
is hardly a substitute for the pre-war study andself-
sacrifice; that the pre-war menoftheir corresponding
age werespiritually better armed, moreintellectually
receptive than they are. Put bluntly, that the pre-
war men had more guts: were more determined in
whatever they undertook. Perhaps post-war zeurosis
explains it; perhaps not. The post-war men excuse
their inaction, their lethargy and light-hearted in-
difference by declaring themselves realists and dis-
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avowing what they call the romanticism of the pre-
war generation. It was pre-war romanticism that

wrote this:

“Unto each man his handiwork, unto each his crown,
Thejust Fate gives;
Whoso takes the world’s life on him and his ownlays

down,
He, dying so,lives.”

I have seen nothing quite like that in post-war
verse.

After the war we were inundated with books,
articles, speeches on reconstruction. Youth would
show old-age how to do the trick. They would make
the world safer for democracy. The years have
flown past in swallow-herds. And now?

Curious, is it not, that in this year of grace we
have twice as many unemployed as in 1914 and yet
more actually in employment. Noscarcity; and yet,
oddly enough, no plenty. A glorious period of
bank amalgamations with inflated share values. And
half a dozen depressed areas, which depress wages in
our prosperous areas and nobly, at great sacrifice,
keep up the bank dividends. The only investments
worth considering are in the luxury and amusement
industries.

Not to labour the obvious, there is some powerful
influence that grips us from behind and holds us
back. Like the Knight who would enter the castle
but could not because of an invisible curtain. After
endless frustration it occurred to him to cut the
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curtain with his sword. He hesitated, afraid of being
ridiculed asa romanticist. Finally, hunger conquered
ridicule, out came his sword, slash! and in he went.
The point is that we are no forrader. Thetitle of this
chapter is “No Change”. Plus ¢a change, plus cest
la mémechose.

Let us dig deeper.
The reactions of Europe towards an older form of

authority, coupled with our own perplexities at a
political and economic system that obviously re-
mains stolidly rooted in the past, call for analysis.

Whatreally is happening?
Oneof the clues to the puzzle is cited above. We

have more employment, yet more unemployment.
In other words, our productive machine is outpacing

our economic system; it seems to move on an axis
of its own. To those who understand, the lesson is

plain; to those who don’t,it is a source of continuing

anxiety. Why is production more and yet more
equalto effective demand? Because function, during

these later years, has grown stronger, moreefficient,
more prolific than its political counterpart. Function

knows nothing of public policy, of political ex-
pediency; it has a job and does it. Within its own
sphere, every activity, human or mechanical, is

directed to the one end. The person, supreme in

politics or culture, yields to function, which knows no

subjective rights. In the fulness of time, function
says to the whole bodyofcitizenship: ‘“Tell me what

you want and I will give it to you.” Then finance,

fearful of its dividends, says: ““You shall give it only
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at a price.” Thustheissue is joined. Shall function
or finance control?

Our philosophic conception holds good. The
authoritarianism of the eighteenth century gave way
to the libertarianism of the nineteenth. Function is
now knocking at the door. Libertarianism reached
its prime with Gladstone, languished for a term and
died with Asquith. Gladstone was profoundly con-
scious of the distinction between authority and
liberty. He would say of this or that Tory opponent:
“T cannot work with him; he is gutoritaire.”’ That
is why Gladstone had the confidence of the man-
facturing classes. All over the world “Liberalism”
connotes political liberty combined with liberty to
exploit. The biblical definition: “The liberal man
deviseth liberal things and byliberal things shall he
stand” is pour rire. The war killed libertarianism.
The reason why Germany,Italy, Austria, the Balkans
reverted to authority was becausetheirlibertarianism
had died a violent death. They were not ready for
function, so skurried back,like frightened rabbits, to
authority. The instinct of the Anglo-Saxon is never
to go back. So we stayed where we were. That is
at once our strength and our weakness.

It is, however, a weakness that always, at ourperil,
we must overcome; it is the task of every succeeding
generation. The leadership of Great Britain is now
to lead the world into the era of function. To teach
mankind that its destiny is to use its functional
capacities not to exploit, but freely to enrich. If we
admit, as we reasonably may, that the buildingofthe
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bridge between the conquest of scarcity and the

achievement of plenty is delayed by ignorance, we
need not therefore forget that it may be deliberately

frustrated by selfishness.
Therefore, a torch in one hand; but in the other—

firmly grasped—a sword.

THE END
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